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Extreme numerical magnitudes are part of our daily lives, from 
science to economics to politics. Specifically for large monetary 
measures, however, there are no comprehensive models for 
visualization practitioners to promote their understanding. Pre-
vious works on this topic have provided a framework for the 
visual depiction of complex measures but did not assess its 
effectiveness in communicating the real magnitude of the pre-
sented measures. In this thesis I bring together findings from 
Information Visualization and numerical cognition to extend the 
existing framework and assess the effects of different strategies, 
with a focus on monetary measures. For this, I created three 
visualization prototypes and conducted a series of user tests 
focused on insight creation. User tests highlighted advantages 
and disadvantages for different strategies and yielded various 
findings for their implementation in Information Visualisation.
Keywords: information visualization, numerical cognition, 
visual strategies, large numbers, monetary measures,  
insight-based evaluation
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91 Introduction
»To people whose minds go blank when they hear something  
ending in ›illion‹, all big numbers are the same, so that  
exponential explosions make no difference. Such an inability  
to relate to large numbers is clearly bad for society. It leads 
people to ignore big issues on the grounds that they are 
incomprehensible.« (Hofstadter 1982, p.117)
Large numbers of all types rule our lives. From trillions of debt 
to millions of views and hundreds of lightyears. Undoubtedly, as 
these numbers shape our day-to-day life in crucial ways, handling 
them should be second nature to all of us. However, as numerous 
examples, and our own personal experiences show, most of us 
have a poor understanding of the true size of these phenomena. 
Measures outside our immediate personal experience carry little 
to no meaning for the layman, leading to misinterpretations, mis-
judgments, or in the worst case, complete disregard of impor-
tant issues. We fall prey to what Saul Wurman calls the »uh-huh« 
syndrome: Instead of admitting our lack of understanding, we 
nod our heads, repeating »uh-huh, uh-huh«, desperately trying 
to hide our shortcomings. »This only prevents us from learning 
and exacerbates our suspicion that everyone else knows more 
than we do« (Wurman 2001, p.56). Traditional Information Visu-
alization often falls short in explaining the true meaning of big 
numbers, assuming that statistically correct visualizations sat-
isfy the requirements of truthfulness and are therefore enough to 
create understanding in readers/viewers.
Consider the following bar chart: 
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A chart like this can only present the relative difference between 
two numbers, but not express their absolute size. 
It makes no difference if the bars represent the numbers one 
and five or one-billion and five-billion. They are completely inter-
changeable.
Consider this chart in the context of real life. Imagine those num-
bers represented the victims of an imaginary war. It makes a 
huge difference whether 5 people died or 5 billion. The visualiza-
tion can, however, not express this fact.
To make numbers more understandable, Michael Blastland, jour-
nalist for the Guardian, host of the BBC Radio 4 program More or 
Less and author of The numbers game, recommends reconnect-
ing numbers with experiences from real life, and urges that the 
human scale is an important factor for making numbers mean-
ingful. Examples like the Dictionary of Numbers and Is That A Big 
Number? are attempts at making measures more relatable by giv-
ing relatable context. The chrome browser extension Dictionary 
of Numbers 1 tries to help readers make sense of numbers they 
encounter, by automatically inserting explanations of numbers 
in »human terms« into a website’s text. Is That A Big Number? 2 
is a website that »puts numbers into a context we can under-
stand«. Upon entering a number, the website gives examples of 
magnitudes that are smaller, bigger and equivalent. Both of these 
examples are praiseworthy efforts, but limited to textual repre-
sentation. Furthermore, there is no study on their effectiveness.
Despite its importance, the Information Visualization communi-
ty has, as of yet, paid little attention to this disconnect between 
large numbers and our mental capabilities.
1 dictionaryofnumbers.
com
2 isthatabignumber.com
PREVIOUS & RELATED RESEARCH
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1.1 Previous & related research
Aside from Information Visualization, the problem of presenting 
extreme magnitudes beyond the human experience has been 
extensively studied in connection to science, technology, en-
gineering and mathematics (STEM) education. Different disci-
plines deal with unfamiliar measures on different scales, from 
the extremely small (e.g. nanoscopic sizes) to the extremely big 
(e.g. geological timeframes).
Studies such as Resnick et al.’s (2017a) examined analogy, ac-
tive prediction and corrective feedback as methods to learn 
about geological times. Similarly, Parker (2011) proposes a 
timeline analogy based on Google Earth to represent both rela-
tive and absolute time. Focusing on nanoscopic sizes, Song 
and Quintana (2012) investigated whether the understanding of 
nanoscopic sizes can be aided through multimodal temporal-
aural-visual representations (TAVR), and which modalities are 
the most effective in supporting students’ conceptualization of 
sizes. Studying people’s preferences for the depiction of »small 
things«, Ma (2007) describes strategies derived from a study 
conducted with visitors of a science museum. Categorizing the 
collected examples, Ma identified seven different types of strat-
egies: Object-to-Object Comparison, Actual size, Analogy, No-
tation (anchoring), Zoom (containment relationships), (use of) 
Technology and Other.
Related to the context of journalism, Barrio et al.’s study (2016) 
investigated how the comprehension of unfamiliar numbers in 
online news articles can be improved. They developed a frame-
work of comparative sentences, termed perspectives, that use 
percentages and ranks to give context for numerical measures. 
These perspectives are composed of a scaling factor, an attri-
bute and a reference entity, e.g. »To put this into perspective, 
3,400 miles is about 1.27 times larger than the width of the con-
tinental United States of America« (Barrio, Goldstein & Hofman 
2016). Barrio et al. found that their sentence structures substan-
tially improved people’s performance in remembering previously 
presented measures, estimate unfamiliar values, and detect er-
rors in manipulated measures. This study focuses only on textual 
strategies, however, and is limited in the types of translation it 
investigates.
12
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Most closely related to the context of this thesis is Chevalier et 
al.’s (2013) work on concrete scales. Concrete scales explain 
unfamiliar or extreme measures by re-expressing or comparing 
them through physical objects that are more familiar to the read-
er/viewer. For this, Chevalier et al. introduced a practical frame-
work for the design and analysis of such compositions. While this 
work concentrates on making unfamiliar measures understand-
able through different visual strategies, it offers no evaluation on 
the effectiveness of these strategies. Furthermore, the frame-
work shows several inconsistencies and general shortcomings. 
As such, Chevalier et al.’s framework was used as the basis for 
an adapted, more-inclusive framework. Both the concrete scale 
framework and the adapted framework are discussed in further 
depth in the Framework chapter.
1.2 Research question & scope
As research on this topic is sparse, the goal of this thesis is to 
take a first step towards exploring possibilities for improving 
the comprehension of large numbers through Information Visu-
alization methods and critically evaluating different translation 
techniques. The focus of this work is not on developing novel 
visualization methods, but on creating an understanding of the 
underlying processes of (large) number comprehension and how 
these can be supported through the tools of Information Visual-
izations. I believe that such an effort can enable readers to truly 
understand the information presented in our visualizations and 
help tackle problems such as the rise of »fake news«.
Consequently, my research question for this thesis is: 
In the context of Information Visualization, how effective are 
various strategies in supporting the comprehension of large 
(monetary) numbers?
To answer this question I produced three visualization prototypes 
based on theoretical and practical research and tested those 
strategies in an insight-based evaluation approach, comparing:
 - how many instances of insight occur
 - what types of insights occur
 - when they occur
THESIS STRUCTURE
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I chose to focus on monetary measures for my prototypes and 
evaluation, since this is the area in which most people would 
commonly encounter »large numbers« such as millions, billions 
and trillions. Furthermore, money exists both as a theoretical 
concept and a physical object, which makes it an interesting and 
challenging subject.
1.3 Thesis structure
This thesis is structured as follows:
 - In the theoretical background chapter, I first introduce theories 
on information comprehension from both Information Visual-
ization and numerical cognition literature.
 - Building upon these theories, in the next chapter I review and 
extend a framework for presenting extreme magnitudes by 
Chevalier et al. (2013).
 - In the prototypes chapter, I present three visualization proto-
types that I designed based upon the revised framework and 
findings from a corpus of existing visualizations.
 - The effectiveness of these prototypes in regards to insight cre-
ation is then evaluated in the next chapter.
 - I close the thesis with a summary of my findings, a discussion 
on my work and an outlook for future research.
Note: The pronoun »they« is purposefully used throughout this 
thesis as a gender-neutral indicator for both a single person and 
a group of people.
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2 Theoretical Background
In this chapter I discuss theories on information 
comprehension from both Information Visualiza-
tion and numerical cognition literature. I start 
with defining the meaning of »large numbers« 
and the meaning and goals of Information Visual-
izations. I then elaborate on three concepts from 
Information Visualization (Storytelling, Empathy 
and Interactivity) that have the potential to sup-
port the comprehension of complex information. 
Focusing not only on the presentation of infor-
mation, but also the cognitive processes behind, 
I then introduce relevant theories from number 
cognition and processing.
16
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LARGE NUMBERS?
When talking about large numbers and our problems in regard to 
their comprehension, it is important to define what a large num-
ber is first.
On the most basic level, the largeness of a number is relative to 
its context. Ten is a large number in a set containing otherwise 
only single digit numbers. Fifty is an incredibly big number for 
a preschooler, who has only learned numbers up to ten. Disre-
garding these numbers that are relatively large, it seems that hu-
mans have problems grasping the magnitude of numbers once 
they exceed a certain absolute size. We might still be able to un-
derstand and manipulate these numbers in an abstract, math-
ematical sense, but our brains fail to visualize the actual quantity 
of the number any longer. The Encyclopædia Britannica defines 
large numbers as »numbers above one million that are usually 
represented either with the use of an exponent such as 109 or by 
terms such as billion or thousand millions that frequently differ 
from system to system« (Encyclopædia Britannica 2011). Profes-
sor of cognitive science Douglas R. Hofstadter (Hofstadter 1982, 
p.124) notes in his 1982 essay On number numbness, that quanti-
ties exceeding 104 or 105 (ten or one-hundred thousand) surpass 
his ability to visualize. In their study on large number magni-
tude estimation Landy et al. (2017) define their large numbers as 
numbers in the range of around 106 to 1012, i.e. one million to one 
trillion. Large enough to fall outside (most) direct human experi-
ence, but small enough to play a crucial role in our everyday life, 
from science to politics.
In the context of this thesis and its focus on monetary measures, 
I am defining large numbers as values in the range of around 106 
to 1012 (million to trillion). I arrived at this specific range consider-
ing the above-cited references, as well as personal observations 
of articles from major U.S and U.K newspapers (theguardian.com, 
nytimes.com, etc.). Monetary numbers that are big enough to be 
newsworthy seem to lie in the range from one million to several 
trillions (in english-language news pieces)3. The highest mon-
etary numbers I encountered in this context reported the U.S na-
tional debt, which currently stands at about $20 trillion, with an 
annual budget deficit of around $1 trillion (nytimes.com, 2015).
3 This range does not 
necessarily hold true 
to countries outside 
the U.S. and Europe. 
Dealing with numbers 
in the millions is quite 
common, for example, 
in Indonesia, where the 
rent for a reasonably 
priced apartments 
can be several million 
Indonesian Rupiah per 
month. (Cheek 2017)
INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
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2.1 Information Visualization
What is Information Visualization?
The definitions of Information Visualization are manifold and dra-
matically diverse. Although the field has existed for a consider-
able amount of time, no clear, universal definition of the term has 
emerged. The reason being that Information Visualization touch-
es many disciplines, and different stakeholders study it through 
different lenses. As a result, every piece of writing on Information 
Visualization has to start with a definition of the term itself, to 
clarify the viewpoint they are applying. This thesis is no exception.
A rather popular definition of Information Visualization is Ben 
Shneiderman’s: Information Visualization is »[t]he use of com-
puter-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract 
data to amplify cognition« (Card, Mackinlay & Shneiderman 1999, 
p.7) This definition is very narrow, excluding printed, non-inter-
active material, and presentation of concrete phenomena. Con-
sequently, several authors have attempted to find more general 
definitions that encompass a wider range of approaches, or have 
tried to demarcate those approaches even further. Luca Masud 
and colleagues (2010), for example, defined six disciplines of vi-
sualization 4, each discipline being concerned with slightly differ-
ent aspects of »information« and using different tools to achieve 
their goals.
Robert Spence offers a view that is less tied to the specifics of 
the producer, the artifact or the audience. According to Spence 
(2014b),
Visualization is the formation of a mental model of something.
Visualization is not what is presented on a computer screen or on 
paper-visualization happens in the mind of the viewer. Whatev-
er is graphically displayed is solely meant to support a viewer’s 
insight or understanding. This aligns with Shneiderman’s state-
ment: »The purpose of visualization is insight, not pictures« (Card, 
Mackinlay & Shneiderman 1999, p.6). Consequently, Information 
Visualization should be defined as the mental process of deriving 
information (insight, understanding etc.) from encoded data.
1. Data Visualization
2. Information Visualization
3. Scientific Visualization
4. Information Aesthetics
5. Infographics
6. Knowledge Visualization
4 The six disciplines of 
visualization according 
to Masud et al. (2010).
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This description of visualizing information – to support human 
mental process – is most relevant to this thesis, and in the 
context of this thesis I will define Information Visualization as 
(mostly) visual presentations that aim at supporting the un-
derstanding of data.
Why present information visually?
As Barrio et al.’s (2016) studies have shown, merely using text to 
elaborate on a magnitude is already enough to show significant 
improvements in recall, estimation, and error-detection (all of 
which they define as aspects of comprehension). So why graphi-
cally visualize these strategies? Why go through the trouble of 
visualizing these strategies further? What is the added value?
In Information Visualization: Perception for Design, Colin Ware 
(2004) discusses the relationship between visual and textual in-
formation; From the distinct cognitive systems used to process 
these different types of information, to their interplay in compos-
ite visualizations. Ware provides a list of key advantages for each 
type of information (Ware 2004, p.304):
Images are better for Text is better for
showing structural relationships describing abstract concepts
presenting detail and appearance conveying procedural information
localization information communicating program logic
recollection formulating conditions
As can be seen from this list, natural language and images ad-
dress different needs that can even be complementary in some 
cases. The same holds true not only for textual, but also for nu-
merical information, henceforth simply referred to as data.
An example often employed to show how images can help view-
ers reveal certain aspects of data is Anscombe’s Quartet. De-
veloped by Francis Anscombe in 1973, the quartet consists of 
four datasets that have nearly identical summary statistics, but 
when plotted, reveal enormous differences between the datas-
ets (Wikipedia): 
INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
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FIG.1. Anscome’s quartet 
as a table. Note how the 
summary statistics are 
(nearly) identical for all 
four datasets.
FIG.2. Anscome’s quartet 
plotted as scatterplots.
I II III IV
x y x y x y x y
10.0 8.04 10.0 9.14 10.0 7.46 8.0 6.58
8.0 6.95 8.0 8.14 8.0 6.77 8.0 5.76
13.0 7.58 13.0 8.74 13.0 12.74 8.0 7.71
9.0 8.81 9.0 8.77 9.0 7.11 8.0 8.84
11.0 8.33 11.0 9.26 11.0 7.81 8.0 8.47
14.0 9.96 14.0 8.10 14.0 8.84 8.0 7.04
6.0 7.24 6.0 6.13 6.0 6.08 8.0 5.25
4.0 4.26 4.0 3.10 4.0 5.39 19.0 12.50
12.0 10.84 12.0 9.13 12.0 8.15 8.0 5.56
7.0 4.82 7.0 7.26 7.0 6.42 8.0 7.91
5.0 5.68 5.0 4.74 5.0 5.73 8.0 6.89
Mean of x = 9.0
Mean of y = 7.50
Sample variance of x = 11
Sample variance of y = 4.125
Correlation between x and y = 0.816
Linear regression line: y = 3.00 + 0.500x 
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Just as summary statistics can obscure the true nature of data, 
number words (e.g. million, billion, trillion), which »sum up« the 
value of a number, can also conceal the true magnitude of those 
numbers. Consider this example, which one might encounter in 
the news on any given day:
An enormous difference in scale like this (170 billion = 170.000 
million) might be easily missed when reading a news piece. One 
might be skimming the text and simply mis-read the words, or 
one might be unaware of the powers these words represent. By 
visualizing these two numbers, however, their difference in size 
becomes painfully apparent5:
All these examples illustrate how visualizations act as meta-
phors that can »decrease the gap between the data and user’s 
mental model of it« (Yi et al. 2008). They facilitate the integra-
tion of presented data into existing real-world experiences and 
knowledge, thereby easing the viewer’s cognitive load.
These examples should not, however, lead to the conclusion 
that one mode of presentation (visual, textual, numerical etc.) 
is inherently better than another. Rather it shows that each has 
its own advantages and can compensate for the weaknesses of 
other modes. This coincides with the claim of multimedia, which 
states that giving information in more than one medium of com-
munication leads to better comprehension (Ware 2004, p.306). 
Eventually, providing multiple presentations of information, be 
it by visualizing a high-dimensional data set or just explaining a 
single number through a metaphor, supports the comprehension 
FIG.3. Extract from  
1000 Times by  
Randall Munroe.
5 The opposite can be 
true as well, however, 
as we have seen by  
the example I gave  
in the introduction.
INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
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of this information and allows for the accommodation of readers/
viewers with varying skill-sets.
Visualization for comprehension
The disconnect between big numbers and our personal experi-
ence is generally not a prominent topic of discussion in the Infor-
mation Visualization literature (or community). The issue might 
be mentioned briefly with some concern, but is usually not fur-
ther addressed6. Therefore this section will describe wider prin-
ciples employed in the field of Information Visualization that 
improve comprehension of data.
STORYTELLING
»[…] I’ve always been very sensible to the way stories,  
parables, vignettes, and sometimes even jokes help put  
formal mathematics into context, illustrate its limitations, 
and emphasize what should be a truism: that numbers and 
statistics always require interpretation.« (Paulos 2001, p.xiv)
In recent years storytelling, story structure, and narrative have 
become topics of interest in Information Visualization research 
and discourse. A story is »an ordered sequence of steps, each of 
which can contain words, images, visualizations, video, or any 
combination thereof« (Kosara, Mackinlay 2013). Stories can ex-
plain and enlighten, they create images and emotion, and they 
connect the storyteller (designer) with the audience (reader/
viewer) (Lidwell, Holden & Butler 2010, p.230). Some have ar-
gued that stories can provide meaningful, relatable context for 
hard data, thereby supporting the understanding and retention 
of information (Kosara, Mackinlay 2013). As such, storytelling is 
a method for explaining and presenting existing knowledge rath-
er then analyzing unknown data. This also means that narrative 
visualizations are necessarily the product of individual, editorial 
decisions, much more, and much more openly than exploratory 
or »neutral« charts (Hullman, Diakopoulos 2011).
6 The problem is much 
more discussed in the 
context of journalism, 
and several books have 
tried to give recommen-
dations for presenting  
numbers in more 
relatable ways see 
Blastland, Dilnot (2009) 
and Paulos (2001).
Just as summary statistics can obscure the true nature of data, 
number words (e.g. million, billion, trillion), which »sum up« the 
value of a number, can also conceal the true magnitude of those 
numbers. Consider this example, which one might encounter in 
the news on any given day:
An enormous difference in scale like this (170 billion = 170.000 
million) might be easily missed when reading a news piece. One 
might be skimming the text and simply mis-read the words, or 
one might be unaware of the powers these words represent. By 
visualizing these two numbers, however, their difference in size 
becomes painfully apparent5:
All these examples illustrate how visualizations act as meta-
phors that can »decrease the gap between the data and user’s 
mental model of it« (Yi et al. 2008). They facilitate the integra-
tion of presented data into existing real-world experiences and 
knowledge, thereby easing the viewer’s cognitive load.
These examples should not, however, lead to the conclusion 
that one mode of presentation (visual, textual, numerical etc.) 
is inherently better than another. Rather it shows that each has 
its own advantages and can compensate for the weaknesses of 
other modes. This coincides with the claim of multimedia, which 
states that giving information in more than one medium of com-
munication leads to better comprehension (Ware 2004, p.306). 
Eventually, providing multiple presentations of information, be 
it by visualizing a high-dimensional data set or just explaining a 
single number through a metaphor, supports the comprehension 
FIG.3. Extract from  
1000 Times by  
Randall Munroe.
5 The opposite can be 
true as well, however, 
as we have seen by  
the example I gave  
in the introduction.
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Throughout history, various types of visualizations have been 
used to present, prove, explain and educate. In Envisioning Infor-
mation, Edward Tufte (1997, p.106) describes how small multiples 
are used to show narrative sequences in Christiaan Huygens 
work Systema Saturnium, published in 1659. In his treatise, 
the Dutch physicist, mathematician, astronomer, and inventor 
Christiaan Huygens interweaves small diagrammatic images and 
notes about his observations in an almost comic-like fashion to 
report and explain his new discoveries about the structure of 
Saturn and its movement around the sun.
In a similar manner, two of the most praised visualizations in in-
formation visualization history, Florence Nightingale’s rose chart 
of deaths during the Crimean War, and Charles Minard’s maps 
of Napoleon’s Russian campaign in 1812, were created to explain 
complex subjects, rather than to analyze the underlying data 
(Kosara, Mackinlay 2013).
More recently, visualizers have begun to analyze the underlying 
structures of narrative visualizations. Segel and Heer (2010), for 
example, classified different genres, visual narratives tactics 
and supportive mechanisms of data stories, i.e. data-driven 
FIG.4. A page from  
Christiaan Hugens’  
Systema Saturnium.
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journalistic pieces. They present seven genres of narrative visu-
alizations (Magazine Style, Annotated Chart, Partitioned Poster, 
Flow Chart, Comic Strip, Slide Show, Film/Video/Animation) and 
discuss three story-structures for interactive visualizations that 
balance author-driven and reader-driven approaches, such as 
the now famous Martini Glass structure.
Hullman and Diakopoulos (2011) explored rhetorical techniques 
in narrative visualizations, and how these interact with »extra-
representational influences«, such as the reader/viewer’s per-
sonal interpretation of the information. They further discuss 
different rhetoric techniques connected to editorial choices that 
are made in regards to the data, visual representation, textual 
annotations, and interactivity.
In their paper Storytelling: The Next Step for Visualization, Kosara 
and Mackinlay (2013) describe the current state of storytelling 
in information visualizations and furthermore propose several 
research directions. Consequently, they touch upon some prin-
cipal aspects of narrative visualizations. These aspects include: 
memory, context, embellishments, interaction, annotations, 
and collaboration.
Most recently, Robert Kosara (2017) presented a new argument 
structure for narrative visualizations, consisting of claim, evi-
dence, explanation, and conclusion. By recombining and/or re-
peating several of these elements, different structures and levels 
of complexity can be achieved in a story.
EMPATHY
The issue of connecting a concrete meaning with large numbers 
has recently gained a moderate amount of attention in the vi-
sualization community in connection with social, political, and 
activist topics. Sarah Slobin (2014) appropriately articulated the 
problem in the title of her article: What If the Data Visualization 
Is Actually People?. In this context visualizers put forth empathy 
as a tool to connect readers/viewer with the human reality rep-
resented by numbers. It should be noted, however, that informa-
tion visualizers generally use the term empathy rather informally, 
without going deeper into its various scientific meanings. Gen-
erally, in this context, the goal of empathy in visualization is to 
convey emotion and/or allow personal connection to the data.
FIG.5. The Martini Glass 
structure. After an author-
driven introduction, the 
reader/viewer can freely 
explore the data. 
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Although not specifically targeted at Information Visualization, 
Paul and Scott Slovic (2015) argue in Numbers and Nerves that 
affect (in this case translated to emotions or compassion) is es-
sential to making judgements and decisions about any type of 
information, especially when it concerns social, environmental 
or political issues. When we experience statistical numbing and 
compassion fatigue, affect has the power to convey the meaning 
of numbers and motivate action. According to Slovic and Slovic 
one way to achieve affect or compassion is through emotional, 
relatable framing, storytelling, and the use of personal stories. 
Similar techniques have been proposed in the context of Infor-
mation Visualization:
Jacob Harris (2015), software architect at the New York Times 
Newsroom, recommends the use of a strategy he calls Putting 
People First. When the data is about people, rather than show-
ing aggregated numbers or statistics, show the individual person 
through images, personal details or stories. Though not an Infor-
mation Visualization in the traditional sense, the Stolpersteine 
project initiated by German artist Gunter Demnig uses an ap-
proach like this to commemorate the victims of National Social-
ism in Europe during World War II.
FIG.6. Stolpersteine, literally »stumbling stones«,  
are cobblestone-sized brass plates commemorating  
the names and lives of victims of Nazi persecution  
and extermination. This one reads:  
Here lived Else Liebermann von Wahlendorf. Native 
Dutch. Year 1876. Humiliated-Vilified. Dead 8.1.1943
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Another strategy Harris proposes is the use of so-called Wee-
people; using human figures instead of abstract shapes. This 
strategy has similarities with a chart type known as Unit Chart, 
Pictograph Chart, Dot Plot, Tally or Pixel Chart, in which an icon or 
graphic form represents a concrete unit. The most prominent ex-
ample for this chart type the ISOTYPE system. The ISOTYPE sys-
tem likewise demands the use of human shapes when humans 
are the focus of the data, but those shapes mostly represente 
larger number of units (e.g. each man icon stands for 100 million 
men) (Neurath, Neurath 1980). In contrast, Harris argues that, to 
evoke empathy, figures should not stand for aggregates. One fig-
ure should always equal one person.
To evoke empathy in readers/viewers, Harris lastly recommends 
the idea of Far and Near. This concept involves presenting data at 
different levels of depth, from a general (far) and a specific (near) 
view. While the far view can give context and broader meaning 
to the data, the near view connects with the reader/viewer on 
a personal level. It can also mean breaking down the data into 
smaller parts that are easier to understand. Both methods allow 
the reader/viewer to understand the overall issue through a more 
relatable vantage point.
Mushon Zer-Aviv (2015) elaborates this idea through the example 
of Periscopic’s visualization of gun murders in the U.S.7 In this 
interactive visualization, the lives of gun and firearms victims are 
presented as bright dots that shoot up in an arc, dropping sud-
denly to the ground, as they die. The »life-arc« itself, however, 
continues, giving a glimpse into how much longer each person 
could have lived. The visualization begins by drawing a handful 
of individual life-arcs, labeled with details such as »Alexander 
Lipkins, killed at 29« and »could have lived to be 93«. It then 
starts rapidly amassing severed life-arcs, adding up lives lost 
and the potential number of stolen years. Once it reaches the to-
tal (11,419 people killed in 2013), it allows for a deeper exploration 
of the individual lines, linking to news stories about the cases. 
In this visualization, the single, specific life-arc functions as an 
emotional lead-in to the bigger picture of gun-related deaths in 
America. It also invites comparison to one’s own personal »life-
arc«. It is an example of how empathic framing can be used to 
introduce far view data and topics.
7 guns.periscopic.com
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FIG.7. Periscopic’s inter-
active visualization of gun 
murders in the U.S.
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The use of empathy, however, has also been criticized by visu-
alizers such as Alberto Cairo. In an epilogue draft for his book 
The Truthful Art, Cairo (2016) argues that relying on emotions can 
prevent fair and sensible judgement on important, public issues. 
Furthermore, emotional narratives might mislead readers/view-
ers when presented without data.
INTERACTIVITY
In contrast to classical static visualizations, interactive visu-
alizations allow the user to dynamically update and change 
aspects of the data or the view. As a result, interactive visual-
izations/interfaces have the ability to enhance our mental ca-
pacities by offloading certain cognitive processes to a computer 
program (Ware 2008, p.17). A computer program can store, cal-
culate and show a plethora of data simultaneously and nearly 
instantaneously, as well as link this information to even more 
information. This enables humans to find meaningful patterns 
and make decisions based on their discoveries. Tasks involved 
in interface interactions have been discussed in detail by au-
thors such as Shneiderman (1996), and Spence (2014a), as well 
as the design implications for such systems (Ware 2008, Shnei-
derman, Plaisant 2005). While this knowledge is crucial for the 
technical implementation of any type of interaction, it does not 
explain why and how interaction can support the understanding 
of a (pre-defined) message, such as the magnitude of a number.
One particular feature that emerges when people speak about 
interactivity, is its power to provide personal views and experi-
ences (emphasis added):
»Those who acquire to gain insights must explore, interactively, 
subsets of that corpus to find their way towards the view that 
triggers the ›ah ha!‹ experience.« (Spence 2007, p.136)
»Being able to flexibly change perspective on the dataset  
allows people to make sense of various aspects and test  
different hypotheses they have generated.« (Yi et al. 2008)
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Interactivity can create understanding by allowing to the reader/
viewer to create their own, personalized view on the data. Alber-
to Cairo calls this act of locating oneself in the data, the »me-fac-
tor« (Cairo 2016). A personal angle, a personal »ah ha« moment 
acts as an entry point to comprehend the broader phenomena.
An example for this strategy is the New York Times’ Can You Live 
on the Minimum Wage?. In this interactive visualization the read-
er/viewer is challenged to allocate an average minimum wage 
to every-day expenses such as housing, transportation, health 
care, food and taxes. When an amount for a specific item is as-
signed, a unit chart, representing the overall yearly income, is 
automatically updated to show the remaining dispensable as-
sets. By selecting a different U.S. state the reader can try to 
make ends meet in their own area, thus getting a perspective on 
the issue through their own experience. This interactive visual-
ization/calculator is a companion piece to an editorial arguing for 
the rise of the minimum wage in the U.S.8  This rather playful trail-
and-error approach to communicating a difficult issue correlates 
with the idea of Explorable Explanations.
FIG.8. Can you live on 
the Minimum Wage? by 
the New York Times.
8 nytimes com/2014/02/ 
09/opinion/sunday/
the-case-for-a-higher-
minimum-wage.html
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The term Explorable Explanations was coined by Bret Victor 
(2011) in his groundbreaking article of the same name. Explor-
able Explanations are essentially interactive systems that allow 
the reader to learn by exploring and developing an understand-
ing of a phenomena. Other than traditional data-exploration 
tools, games or simulations, however, Explorable Explanations 
are always part of an author-driven narrative. As Niki Case puts 
it: »The author must guide the reader, and provide a structure for 
the learning experience. Only then can the reader respond, by 
asking and answering the questions that the author provokes« 
(Case 2014). Most existing works that have been collected under 
the Explorable Explanations term, deal with complicated math-
ematical, programmatic and social systems, such The Evolution 
of Trust a »game about the theory of social trust & cooperation« 
(explorabl.es).
Connected to the idea of Explorable Explanations are Reactive 
Documents which allow the reader to change variables in/outside 
a text, thereby automatically updating the text, and Contextual 
Information. Reactive Documents enable the reader to experi-
ment with the author’s arguments and see the consequences. 
Contextual Information work like annotations, insofar as they 
provide related material directly in/aside the text. However, their 
content can be potentially controlled by the reader, rather than 
the author, enabling the former to critically assess the author’s 
claims.
FIG.9. In the Evolution of 
Trust the player chooses 
whether to cooperate 
with or cheat their partner 
to win coins.
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2.2 Number Cognition
Number Cognition is an area of cognitive sciences that is con-
cerned with the neural and cognitive mechanisms of numerical 
skills and mathematic abilities (Cohen Kadosh, Dowker 2016, 
p.vvii). Research in this discipline focuses on topics such as: 
perception of numerosity in animals and humans, numerical 
abilities of human infants, development of mathematical abili-
ties in children, cognitive disabilities, the effects of culture and 
language on number understanding and the underlying mecha-
nisms of our ability to process numbers (Dehaene 1999). Number 
cognition involves and touches upon multiple complex process-
es, from psychology to neuroscience and philosophy. Even the 
core systems of our numerical abilities are still debated amongst 
experts (Feigenson, Dehaene & Spelke). As such, I cannot claim 
to give an exhaustive account of all aspects of these phenomena. 
I will, however, attempt to present a general overview of those 
systems that might be relevant to the topic of this thesis, be-
cause I believe that is essential to understand the mechanisms 
and limitations of our number perception to be able to communi-
cate large numbers in an effective way.
Note: There are immense differences in the number abilities of 
adult and children. As the target group of visualization is generally 
adult, the following review will concentrate only on adult number 
cognition. Furthermore, in this review I concentrate on number 
representation through Arabic numerals.
Number processing
What happens when we try to read/process a number? The most 
influential number processing model is Dehaene’s Triple Code 
Model of number representation (Dehaene 1992; Dehaene, Co-
hen 1995). According to this model, numbers are mentally rep-
resented and manipulated in three different forms. The visual 
number form, the auditory-verbal representation and the numeri-
cal magnitude representation.
VISUAL NUMBER FORM
The visual number form refers to the symbolic representation of 
a number through Arabic numerals as a string of digits (e.g. 345). 
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When processing large (symbolic) numbers, this model is espe-
cially crucial, as a string has to be correctly identified, before it 
can be connected to a quantity. In the case of Arabic Numerals 
that also includes correctly decoding the number notation that 
describes the structural logic of a string; the place-value princi-
ple. Following the place-value principle, the quantity that a digit 
represents is decided by its position in a string of digits. Arabic 
numerals employ the base 10, which means that with each posi-
tion to the left, the value of the digits increase by one power of 
ten: the rightmost position in a string of digits has a value of 100, 
moving one position to the left, the digit has a value of 101, one 
more to the left has a value of 102, and so forth. Hence 345 is con-
structed from 3×102 + 4×101 + 5×100.
AUDITORY-VERBAL REPRESENTATION
In the auditory-verbal representation a number is build up from 
a word sequence (e.g. three-hundred-and-forty-five). In contrast to 
the visual number form, processing of the auditory-verbal form 
is intimately tied to language specific number naming conven-
tions. Fairly straightforward number words constructions in, for 
example, Chinese and Japanese (345 is coded as three hundred - 
four ten - five ), stand in a stark contrast to more obscure number 
word systems found in other languages. In German (and Dutch, 
Maltese, Arabic etc.), the order of two-digit numbers is inverted, 
meaning that 345 is spoken as »drei-hundert-fünf-und-vierzig«, 
literally three-hundred-five-and-fourty. French is even more erratic, 
70 for instance is spoken as sixty-ten and 98 would be four-twenty-
ten-eight. As such, connecting symbolic and verbal representa-
tions of numbers is a big challenge in numerical development 
(Nuerk, Moeller & Willmes 2016).
NUMERICAL MAGNITUDE REPRESENTATION
While both visual and verbal representations can work without 
the activation of the magnitude representation, for example 
during mathematical manipulations, neither of them carry any 
semantic meaning (Dehaene, Cohen 1995). The meaning of a 
number - the quantity directly associated with it - is represented 
only through the numerical magnitude representation. It pro-
cesses the approximate numerical quantity of a number.
The numerical magnitude representation is also assumed to be 
connected with the approximate number sense (ANS) and sub-
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sitizing processes. Subitizing is the process of identifying the 
number of objects when there are less than four objects. Sub-
sitizing is a very precise and fast process, this means we can, 
without counting, (almost) instantly and correctly identify 
groups of 1 to 4 objects (Dehaene 1999, p.68). Beyond this num-
ber we are not able to enumerate objects instantaneously any-
more, and we have to rely on counting or on the estimation, for 
example through the approximate number sense.9
The approximate number sense is described as the ability to ap-
proximately estimate the magnitude or numerosity of a large set 
(more than 4) of objects or events (Dehaene 1999). The approxi-
mate number sense is inherent to humans and animals and is in-
dependent from words or symbols (Sasanguie et al. 2013). When 
we have to distinguish two sets of objects, our ability to estimate 
their numerosity follows Weber’s law. It is just as easy (quick) 
to distinguish between 1 and 2, as it is to tell 4 and 8 apart. The 
bigger sets get, the bigger their difference has to be, to correctly 
distinguish them. This is called the »difference effect« (Dehaene 
1999, 72).
According to the Triple Code Model, the visual, verbal and mag-
nitude representation of numbers are accessed through different 
formats. 
9 This also explains why it 
is so hard to distinguish 
between 1000000000 
and 10000000000.  
Separating long 
numbers into units 
of three is a common 
recommendation in 
typographical-setting 
(Forssman, de Jong 
2004).
FIG.10. The Triple Code 
Model. Note how written 
numerals cannot be con-
nected to the numerical 
magnitude estimation 
directly, but have to be 
processed in the visual  
or verbal form first.
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Access to the visual identification happens through reading or 
writing of (Arabic) numerals. The magnitude of a set of visual or 
auditory items can be processed through subsitizing or estima-
tion processes. Lastly, the verbal presentation is linked to writ-
ten/spoken in- and outputs. The triple Code model however also 
assumes that the three modes are connected, and that inputs 
can be translated from one code into another.
Aside from the Triple Code Model, anecdotal observations and 
formal experiments have given strong indications that space is 
strongly connected with the processing of numbers. One such 
indicator is the SNARC (Spatial-Numerical Association of Re-
sponse Codes) effect. This effect occurs when test-subjects are 
asked to process numerical information in combination with left 
or right lateralized response. For example, when test-subjects 
have to decide whether a number is smaller or larger than 50, 
they tend to respond faster if the left hand is assigned to the 
»smaller« response and the right to the »larger« (Dehaene 1999, 
p.81; Dehaene, Bossini & Giraux 1993). This apparent association 
of space and numerical information in humans is traditionally 
explained through the metaphor of a mental number line10. The 
number line is a mental model of numbers, in which adjoining 
numbers are positioned on an imaginary line, with smaller num-
bers on the left and larger on the right (Dehaene 1999, p.76)11.
The number line model has also been used as a tool to assess 
people’s ability to correctly estimate numerical magnitudes. In 
a typical number line estimation task, study participants are 
presented with a line with labeled endpoint (e.g. 0–100, thou-
sand–billion) and are asked to estimate the location of a particu-
lar number (Landy, Silbert & Goldin 2013). Estimation tasks such 
as these have revealed that depending on age, range of numbers, 
and familiarity with the numbers, people place numbers in a loga-
rithmic-like or linear12 fashion (Dehaene 1999, p.76). Logarithmic-
like estimation behavior is mostly observed in small children and 
is therefore considered as a sign of undeveloped magnitude per-
ception. This behavior seems to yield to a more »adult« linear es-
timation as children improve their numerical skills. Most children 
are capable of linearly estimating numbers from 0 to 100 by age 7, 
and numbers from 0 to 1000 range by age 9 (Booth, Siegler 2006).
10 A growing number of 
studies have challenged 
that hypothesis. See van 
Dijk et al. (2016) for an 
in-depth discussion.
11 The direction is  
reversed in cultures 
where the dominant 
reading direction is  
from right to left  
(Dehaene 1999, p.76).
12 Linear in this case 
means that numbers 
are spaced correctly.
linear number line
logarithmic-like number line
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Cognitive limits
Where are the limits of our number processing abilities? Related 
to the topic of this thesis (comprehension of large numbers), two 
different behaviors have been observed in adults, overestima-
tion of large written numbers and underestimation of large sizes.
In a study designed to research the mechanisms of the adult 
number line, Landy et al. (2013) recruited 200 participants for an 
online number line estimation task with endpoints of one-thou-
sand and one-billion. Around 40% of all participants incorrectly 
overestimated the position of 1 million, placing it nearly in the 
middle of the line.
Regarding the magnitude of numbers, rather than their relation 
to each other, Tretter, Jones & Minogue (2006) found clear evi-
dence for an underestimation behavior for large magnitudes. In 
their study, 215 participants ranging from elementary school to 
phd students were asked to list corresponding objects for sizes 
from one nanometer to one billion meters. Their results showed 
that, besides vastly overestimating nanoscopic sizes, partici-
pants furthermore tended to name objects too small by several 
powers for large sizes. This decline in accuracy started at around 
10 to 100 meters and was most prominent in younger partici-
pants. Errors got more pronounced with increasing size even for 
the older participants, with around 40% of phd students listing 
objects too small for 1 billion meters.
This type of behavior might be connected to the way different 
numerical magnitudes are organized in our mind. It has been 
hypothesized that the numerical magnitude representation is di-
rectly connected to locations on the mental number line. At least 
FIG.11. Correct linear 
placement (green) and 
incorrect overestimation 
placement (yellow) on  
a number line from  
thousand to billion. 
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for smaller numbers it is assumed that their magnitude repre-
sentation is directly associated with a specific spot on this imag-
inary line. While research has not yet found a definite upper limit 
to the capacity of the number-line model, Landy et al. (2017) ar-
gue that it is reasonable to assume that numbers bigger than one 
million might fall outside of its natural capabilities. If one million, 
however, constitutes the limit of our natural mental »ruler«, how 
do we handle numbers beyond that? Landy et al. propose that we 
construct independent, linear number-lines for different catego-
ries of numbers (e.g. million, billion, small, large), which are then 
combined to form a single number-line.
A similar categorization behavior was observed by Tretter, Jones, 
Andre et al. (2006) in relation to scale cognition. In an experiment 
designed to examine underlying concepts of spatial distance and 
scale boundaries, participants ranging from elementary school 
to phd students were asked to estimate the correct size of vari-
ous objects and distances. Results from this task suggested 
distinct boundaries between different size categories as well as 
the existence of personal anchor objects for these categories. In 
a subsequent study investigating the accuracy of spatial scale 
concepts among students and experts of different ages, Tretter, 
Jones & Minogue (2006) furthermore noted that, to understand 
scales that cannot be directly experienced, experts tended to 
mentally jump into disconnected »scale-worlds« and situate 
measures within those distinct categories.
While it has been hypothesized that these categories might be 
the result of association with number scale words (such as thou-
sand, million, billion etc.), studies have rather rejected such a 
connection. No significant performance difference has been 
shown, for example, in number-line estimation task, when num-
bers are presented through scale words or pure numerals (Landy, 
Charlesworth & Ottmar 2017; Cheek 2017).
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter I have demonstrated that visualizations can sup-
port and enhance our natural mental capacities and as such 
contribute to the comprehension of complex issues. Narrative 
frameworks and emotional connections can furthermore sup-
port this by connecting the author or data with the reader/viewer. 
Interactivity can be used to offer varying levels of detail to the 
reader/viewer and enable personalized views.
Regarding numerical cognition I have presented several mecha-
nisms that might influence our perception of »large numbers«, 
such as the effect of language and different number naming con-
ventions on number processing. This chapter also highlighted 
the importance of providing clear and easily discernible visual 
presentations of numbers, maybe even using both the visual 
and verbal number form, as this is the way through which we 
eventually judge the magnitude of a number. Furthermore, an 
apparent connection between numerical and spatial cognition 
was discussed, which shows itself in a lateral preference when 
processing numbers. Finally, I discussed theories regarding the 
existence of separated »scale world« in our mind. Here I see the 
potential of Information Visualization in assisting the connection 
these disconnected number lines.
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Building upon the learning from the previous 
chapter, in this chapter I review and extend  
a framework for presenting extreme magnitudes 
by Chevalier, Vuillemot and Gali (2103).  
I present the adapted framework and give  
examples for existing visualizations using  
the different strategies I describe.
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To be able to evaluate different translation strategies, it is neces-
sary to know what types of strategies exist, how these strategies 
are constructed and which cognitive mechanisms are involved 
when they are used. Creating a framework is one way to expose 
the basic structures and mechanisms of a phenomena, by creat-
ing clear definitions and categories for different aspects of that 
phenomena. Considering the scope of a Master’s thesis, I de-
cided to built upon an existing framework by Chevalier, Vuillemot 
and Gali. The objective of their research matches the aim of my 
work, but the framework itself is applicable for my purposes only 
to a certain extent. I will further elaborate upon these limits in the 
Reflections section.
3.1 Concrete Scales
In their paper Using Concrete Scales: A Practical Framework 
for Effective Visual Depiction of Complex Measures, Chevalier 
et al. (2013) introduce a new framework for designing and ana-
lyzing concrete scale compositions. In this context concrete 
scales means the visual representations of physical objects in 
real world settings. Using keyword combinations such as »info-
graphics, scale, the size of, equivalent to, how much, as large as, 
what is the size of, how worthy is« etc., Chevalier et al. collected 
around 300 graphic compositions from various online outlets. 
They deconstructed and analyzed the collected images based on 
the object-to-object relations and the object-to-space relations. 
From this corpus they developed their taxonomy of object types 
and measure relations, and a novel markup language called CSML 
(Concrete Scale Markup Language) to describe objects and their 
relations in concrete scale compositions.
Depending on their relationship with other objects, objects in 
concrete scales can have different roles. In the concrete scales 
framework, there are base objects, anchors, and containers. 
The relationship between the different objects in a composition 
is described through the measure relations. According to Che-
valier et al. there exist three such measure relations; Compari-
son, Containment and Unitization. These measure relations can 
further be combined to form strategies such as Analogy, Zoom, 
Lock and Small Multiples.
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Comparison juxtaposes the magnitude of a »shared property« 
(Chevalier, Vuillemot & Gali 2013) of two or more objects. The 
length of an unfamiliar object, for example, could be compared 
to the more familiar length of paper clip. Chevalier et al. point out 
that comparisons can be exact or approximate, depending on 
whether the relation between objects can be accurately defined. 
Comparison was the most common relation measure in Cheva-
lier et al.’s corpus, being used by 83% of all compositions.
Containment describes the relation of two (or more) objects by 
placing one object within another. A containment relation can 
also help with comparison, as it groups several objects into a 
single unit. As with the object type Container, the measure rela-
tion Containment not only applies to physical containers but also 
virtual geometric volumes and the nesting of visual elements in 
a composition.
Unitization involves assessing the magnitude of a base object 
in terms of a different object, which then becomes the new unit 
of measurement in the composition. Unitization is helpful as it 
breaks down an extreme magnitude into smaller, possibly easier 
to understand units. Chevalier et al. recommend keeping objects 
organized in containers to remain countable.
Analogy conveys the size difference between two objects (the 
target) by relating it to the size difference of a more familiar pair 
(the base). Chevalier et al. categorize analogy as a form of »simul-
taneous pairwise comparison« (Chevalier, Vuillemot & Gali 2013).
FIG.12. Physical visu-
alization showing how 
many Earths could fit 
inside the Sun. 
FIG.13. Scale model of 
the planets’ distance to 
the Sun. The distance 
between the Sun(1) and 
Pluto(9) is mapped onto 
the length of an American 
Football field.
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Zoom can be used when the magnitude is too large to show both 
overview and detail in the composition. On paper, zoom is shown 
through side-by-side views, in dynamic media effect can be 
achieved through animation or interaction. Chevalier et al. clas-
sify zoom as a comparison or containment relation.
Small Multiples refers to a composition that features many small 
elements.
Lock is a comparison constrained to a specific dimension. Lock-
ing the dimension that is being compared can be used to create 
a collection of vastly different objects that share one property.
3.2 Reflections on Concrete Scales
Through their work on concrete scale compositions, Chevalier et 
al. managed to bring together strategies from both theoretical 
research and practical work into a single practical framework. As 
such, their framework offers a thorough list of measure relations 
and strategies that can be employed to improve the compre-
hension of extreme or unfamiliar magnitudes. In the context of 
my particular research, however, some aspects of the concrete 
scales paper and framework have to be reconsidered:
SCOPE
The idea of concrete scales is built upon a concept by Adam Nie-
man, called Concrete Visualizations. Concrete Visualizations de-
pict matter/data in the context of physical space, using »the real 
world as a canvas for data visualization« (Nieman 2011). Simi-
FIG.14. A 1991 poster 
commissioned by the City 
of Münster’s planning 
department showing 
the space necessary to 
transport 72 people by 
bicycle, car and bus. The 
composition explores the 
relation of the different 
objects locked along the 
dimension of space.
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larly, concrete scale compositions are limited to representing 
»tangible counterpart[s] with proper spatial properties« (Che-
valier, Vuillemot & Gali 2013). This means that the framework is 
explicitly limited to the visual representations of objects with a 
spatial property, placed within a real world scenario. Presenting 
in-visible, in-tangible measures such as time or monetary value 
effectively contradicts the narrow definitions of concrete scales. 
And furthermore excludes the use of abstract symbols or (exces-
sive) text in concrete scale compositions. This strict definition 
severely limits both the types of measures that can be represent-
ed, as well as the form of the representation.
Chevalier et al. recognize these limitations in their paper, but 
cannot offer a satisfying solution to this discrepancy. Rather they 
give contradictory advice, suggesting to use (arbitrary) objects, 
even if the measures do not possess a direct physical counter-
part. As an example they describe a scenario in which a yearly 
salary is represented through a human figure.
DEFINITIONS
In their paper, Chevalier et al. define three measure relations 
and further describe the four most common strategies that can 
be built by combining these measure relations. Critically analyz-
ing these relations and strategies, however, reveals that many 
of them overlap significantly and that, furthermore, their defini-
tions are not clear enough to allow a replicable categorization of 
compositions.
The most evident example for this is Lock. While Lock is essen-
tially Comparison in the Münster space waste example (compar-
ing a shared property, in this case area), this example   
(also tagged as Lock by Chevalier et al.), shows an A = n × B 
relation, which according to their framework is Unitization. Al-
though Chevalier et al. note that representation can use several 
strategies simultaneously, the analyzed corpus and the given 
definition do not give enough evidence that Lock is actually an 
independent strategy.
A similar issue can be observed in regard to Small Multiples. The 
strategy’s definition is rather vague, and there is no consistency 
to the examples that are tagged as Small Multiples in Chevalier 
et al.’s corpus.
FIG.15. Example from 
Chevalier et al.’s corpus.
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FIG.16.  Examples from Chevalier et al.’s corpus tagged as Small Multiples.
FIG.17. A selection of examples that show several small elements, but are not tagged 
as Small Multiples.
CONVERSION
While Chevalier et al. discuss other issues in relation to the 
framework, they do not reflect on the effects of conversion, i.e. 
the re-expression of one dimension through another. This is es-
pecially relevant when dealing with in-material measures, such 
as money value or time, but can also apply to more tangible mea-
sures, such as a quantity of people.
The question is how these conversions affect the understanding 
of the target value and construction of mental models. Answer-
ing this lies outside the scope of this thesis, but it is an interest-
ing issue that needs further research and an aspect that should 
be considered when creating visualizations.
FIG.18. Close-up of a  
visualization expressing 
the population of the U.S. 
through the height of a 
stack of phone books 
containing their names.
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EVALUATION
Chevalier et al.’s work focuses on exposing the underlying struc-
tures of concrete scale compositions and giving recommenda-
tions for their design. As such, their work does not assess the 
effectiveness of different representations in accurately depicting 
measures or supporting their comprehension.
Based on these critical reflections I found the need to re-formu-
late and extend the concrete scale framework. In the following 
section I describe an adapted framework that takes into con-
sideration additional findings from Information Visualization re-
search and numerical cognition research.
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3.3 Adapted Framework
The following framework is a distillation and extension of Che-
valier et al.’s concrete scale framework. I will describe a total of 
six different strategies that can be applied to improve the com-
prehension of large numbers. Each description is illustrated 
through several visualization examples, concentrating mainly 
on large monetary numbers, but also featuring other unfamiliar 
measures, in order to show a wider range of applications. While 
presented here as separate approaches, most visualizations are 
combinations of several strategies. Examples of such combina-
tions are given at the appropriate points.
Terminology (adapted from (Chevalier, Vuillemot & Gali 2013)):
 - measure is composed of a numerical value and a unit
 - unit is the type of measurement
 - target measure is the unfamiliar measure, that is being explained
Strategy Description
Unitization A = n × B
Comparison A ≤≥ B
Analogy A:B = C:D
Zoom A > B > C
One-to-One Correspondence A = B
Integration of space/time/sound
ADAPTED FRAMEWORK
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UNITIZATION
Unitization follows the formula A = n × B. The magnitude of 
the target measure A is equal to n instances of a new unit B. 
Simply put, Unitization breaks down an extreme magnitude into 
smaller, more relatable chunks that are easier to grasp. Unitiza-
tion can be applied on the conceptual level (changing the unit) 
or merely on the visual level (same unit, but the symbols repre-
sent multiple instances). The latter supports visual perception, 
but not necessarily understanding, since the magnitude stays 
the same and the »conversion-rate« might be mis-understood 
by the reader/viewer. If the unit is changed, it is recommendable 
that the new unit is in some way related to the target measure, 
either through a logical (kilometers-meters, years-seconds) or 
contextual connection. For example, dividing a budget cut by the 
number of people it is affecting (Blastland, Dilnot 2009).
When Unitization is displayed visually, Unit charts are a common 
choice. As Chevalier et al. noted, however, once the new unit ex-
ceeds a certain number, it is advisable to group the units some-
how. This can be done through a change in mapping (1 symbol = n 
units), through containment (100 people = 1 bus) or visual group-
ing (refer to Gestalt principles). Depending on the topic of the vi-
sualization it can make sense to use organic or gridded grouping 
(Boy et al. 2017).
Lastly, it should be noted that the supportive effect of Unitization 
is eliminated once the number of »relatable« objects becomes 
an extreme magnitude itself. In this case, Zoom can be helpful to 
provide intermediate steps.
»I tried converting the prices into pizzas, to put it in more 
familiar terms, and it just became a hard-to-think-about 
number of pizzas.« (Munroe)
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How many month it takes an average worker to earn what the CEO makes in an hour. 
A visualization by Quartz using unitization and small multiples to highlight the differ-
ence in pay between CEO’s and average workers of ten major U.S. companies. The 
CEO’s hourly pay is re-expressed in a new unit, namely n instances of the daily income 
of an average worker.
FIG.19.  
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Spend Bill Gate’s Money. This website lets the user choose the new unit of measurement, 
by asking them to spend $90,000,000,000 on items such as Big Macs and Basketball 
teams.
FIG.20.  
US Debt Visualized in $100 Bills. This website uses stacks of $100 Bills to show the scale 
of the U.S. debt in a rather provocative way. It also uses Zoom to progressively show big-
ger and bigger amounts, starting from $100 and Comparison to create anchors for the 
different values.
FIG.21.  
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COMPARISON
Comparison is the simplest strategy to visualize the magnitude 
of a measure. In Comparison, a familiar object acts as an anchor/
yardstick through which the magnitude of the unfamiliar target 
object can be judged and adjusted. It provides a sense of mag-
nitude. For Comparison to work, it is important that the reader/
viewer is familiar with the object of comparison. Typical com-
parison objects in american-centric visualizations are the Statue 
of Liberty or the Empire State Building, whose heights are prob-
ably unfamiliar to people outside the U.S. However, when a good 
anchor is found for Comparison, the use of labels or scales can 
become unnecessary, since the object itself acts as a scale. Ed-
ward Tufte calls these objects of known size »self-representing 
scales« (Tufte 1997, p.13). There are three basic types of visual 
comparison (Gleicher et al. 2011):
 - Juxtaposition: Showing objects side by side. Objects can also 
be juxtaposed in time, which is achieved through animation. 
The positioning of juxtaposed objects has to be carefully de-
signed, to support human perception (Tufte 1991, p.76). Juxta-
position relies on the readers/viewer’s memory for comparison.
 - Superposition: Placing objects on top of each other. To effec-
tively detect similarities and differences in the superimposed 
objects, theses objects have to be sufficiently similar. Superpo-
sition depends on the visual system for comparison.
 - Explicit encoding of relationships: Showing the relative differ-
ence between objects. The objects themselves are not shown 
in the visualization, but rather a new, computed object that de-
scribes their relationship. This category utilizes computation 
for comparison.
Both interaction and animation can be helpful for Comparision. 
Ordering, filtering, and changing the type of comparison (e.g. 
from juxtaposition to superposition) make the comparison be-
tween different elements easier/possible. Animation can effec-
tively show temporal comparisons.
Comparison is not only a visual, but also a mental technique. Hav-
ing a mental catalogue of different sizes (e.g. 1 thousand is the 
number of seats in a particular stadium; 10 thousand is the number 
of bricks in my garden wall) helps us to make sense of unfamiliar 
numbers (Hofstadter 1982; Blastland, Dilnot 2009; Paulos 2001).
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All the world’s wealth in pizza. This visualization makes use of both Unitization and Com-
parison. First the world’s wealth is translated into pizzas, then the resulting pizza-area is 
superimposed on Niger for comparison.
FIG.22.  
Trump’s defense spending increase isn’t extraordinary, but its impact could be. Visual-
ization by the Washington Post juxtaposing President Trump’s proposed defense budget 
increase to the current budget in 2017.
FIG.23.  
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More than 4 million Americans don’t have anyone to vote for them in Congress. Visual-
ization by the Washington Post comparing the population and size of the U.S. territories 
which were ravaged by Hurricane Maria in September 2017 with those of five U.S. main-
land states through superposition.
FIG.24.  
Composition on the title page of Scientific American (March 31, 1906), juxtaposing the 
length of a new transatlantic ocean liner with the tallest buildings in the world.
FIG.25.  
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ANALOGY
Analogies take advantage of relational reasoning to visualize 
magnitudes that can not be directly experienced (Resnick et al. 
2017b). Analogy describes the relation of two (or more) objects by 
mapping an unfamiliar target concept onto a more familiar base 
concept. The relationship can be describes as A : B = C : D, 
where the relation between the unfamiliar target measures A and 
B is equal to the more familiar relation between the C and D. 
The base concept visualizes the target concept, thereby sup-
porting understanding and recall (Resnick et al. 2017b). As such, 
any chart could be described as an analogy. A bar chart, for ex-
ample, maps the magnitude of a number onto a length that is 
representable on a paper/screen. Analogical mapping does not 
have to direct, but can consist of several intermediate steps or 
concepts (Resnick et al. 2017a). In combination with Zoom, the 
familiar concept can be progressively extended and aligned with 
the unfamiliar target concept. Such a progressive alignment of 
concepts can also work to describe the proportional hierarchy/
relation between different intermediate steps.
It is important that the base concept is chosen carefully, and 
with a clear understanding of the target audience, as this choice 
can heavily affect the success of the analogy. Several factors 
have to be taken into consideration when choosing a base con-
cept (Resnick et al. 2017b):
 - Familiarity with the base concept. The base concept might 
not be familiar to the reader/viewer. Using the length of an 
American Football field as a base concept is not helpful to most 
reader/viewers outside the U.S.
 - Structural differences. Structural difference between the base 
and target might lead to confusion. Mapping the unidirectional 
geological time onto a cyclic clock might lead to wrong conclu-
sion in readers/viewers.
 - Personal connotations. Personal memories and associations 
with the base concept can influence the understanding. The size 
of a specific building, for example, might be unproportionately 
big in the reader/viewer’s head because they visited it as a child.
 - Practical limitations. The base concept might be constrained 
by practical issues, e.g. screen size and resolution for digital 
pieces, class room size for educational demonstrations.
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The National Debt Road Trip. This video expresses the U.S. national debt under different 
presidents as miles per hour and compares the respective distances travelled. The Anal-
ogy it uses to calculate this speed is 1 mile = $5.8 billion and 1 hour = 1 year.
FIG.26.  
If the Moon were only 1 pixel in size. An interactive visualization of the distances of plan-
ets in the solar system, scaled in such a way that the moon is only 1 pixel in size. The user 
can scroll through the whole length of the solar system.
FIG.27.  
»One NHS year is about £113bn, so the deficit so far this year
[£630 million] could be expressed as a little over two NHS days.« 
This extract from Headline numbers uses Analogy to examplify the difference in size be-
tween the National Health Service’s (NHS) budget and deficit in 2014 by mapping the 
budget onto the length of a year (Reuben 2014).
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ZOOM OR PROGRESSIVE RELATION
If the magnitude of the target measure is too big to make a mean-
ingful comparison, and unitization would result in yet another 
large number, intermediate steps can be used to progressively 
work towards a base object. In Zoom each step acts as an anchor 
that gives a reference for the consecutive step. Consequently, 
Zoom can also illustrate hierarchical or containment relations 
between these steps. As Tretter, Jones & Minogue (2006) and 
Landy et al. (2017) have argued, our understanding of magnitudes 
is fractured, thus it is important to help readers/viewers to cor-
rectly combine these separated »scale-worlds«.
Zoom incorporates elements of storytelling, as it consists of a se-
quence of connected steps. While it is possible to show zooming 
in a static layout (e.g. through a side-by-side view), interaction 
and animation can greatly benefit this strategy. The highly suc-
cessful 1977 educational video Powers of Ten by Charles and Ray 
Eames uses animation to explain the exponential powers of ten. 
Their video progressively zooms in and out from an aerial view of 
a man sleeping in a park (100 meter) at a rate of 1010 meters per 
second, going as small as 10-16 meters and as large as 1024 meters 
(eamesoffice.com). While not using the short scale word »bil-
lion« for a »million million«, the video also uses different units of 
length such as lightyears and ångströms, thereby explaining and 
highlighting their relationship to meters.
Zoom can be combined with all other strategies, to give the read-
er/viewer a better understanding of the relationship between dif-
ferent magnitudes and mentally connect different scale-worlds.
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MONEY. A chart of almost all of it, where it is, and what it can do. A massive visualiza-
tion by Randall Monroe showing the value of different amounts of money as well as the 
proportional relation between the steps of the short scale though a static zoom layout.
FIG.28.  
What a billion dollar buys you. An interactive piece by Forbes magazine. This visualiza-
tion shows which 8 objects together (house, car, boat, vacation, plane, property, sports 
team and charity) could be purchased for a certain amount of money, ranging from $1 
million to $10 billion. The reader can compare similar items for different price ranges, giv-
ing them a feel for the buying power. A stacked bar chart at the bottom furthermore high-
lights the difference in size between the steps. The slider itself, unfortunately, is spaced 
uniformly, therefore somewhat counteracting the chart’s effect.
FIG.29.  
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Powers of Ten. A highly successful 1977 educational video by Charles and Ray Eames, 
which aims to explain exponential powers by progressively zooming in and out from an 
aerial view 1m2 in size of a man sleeping in a park.
FIG.30.  
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ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE
Often used in artistic or physical projects, One-to-One Corre-
spondence is a way of showing the absolute, sheer size of a mag-
nitude. When using One-to-One Correspondence, one unit of a 
measure is represented by exactly one object or sign. This direct 
correlation between symbol and object harkens back to early 
numeration systems such as clay tokens or notches (Dehaene 
1999, p.95). 
One-to-One Correspondence is most useful for discrete units, 
such as a group of objects or beings. Particularly when the target 
measure describes humans, One-to-One Correspondence is an 
effective way of sparking interest and evoking empathy (Slovic, 
Slovic 2015). The power of One-to-One Correspondence can also 
come from »bodily« aspects, such as collection or producing 
physical tokens or scrolling/clicking through a visualization.
One-to-One Correspondence might share some visual similari-
ties with Unitization when icons are used to represent the tar-
get measure. However, while Unitization changes the unit of the 
target measure and thereby the absolute number of objects dis-
played, One-to-One Correspondence only changes its visual ap-
pearance.
However, as the magnitude of the target measure is not really 
simplified, One-to-One Correspondence might not actually ease 
the cognitive problems that come with trying to understand big 
numbers. As we have seen, the ability of the human visual system 
to estimate the numerosity of objects drops dramatically once 
the set exceeds 3 objects (Dehaene 1999, p.97). Furthermore, our 
perception of numerosity is extremely subjective to begin with; 
The type and size of tokens, their placement and density can sig-
nificantly influence how we perceive them (Dehaene 1999, p.72). 
One example for this subjectivity is the Solitaire illusion. The Soli-
taire illusion is an illusion of numerosity, in which the subjective 
number of objects is effected by their spatial arrangement (Frith, 
Frith 1972). Even when items are controlled for density and area, 
the ability to discriminate the magnitude of two set of objects is 
restricted by Weber’s law.
FIG.31. The regularly 
spaced dots seem more 
numerous than randomly 
placed ones. Each group 
consists of 49 dots. 
FIG.32. The Solitaire  
illusion. The cluster of 
grey dots seems more  
numerous than the 
number of green dots, 
although there are 16  
of both. 
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Ben Franklin. A 26 × 32 meter big, composite image of 125,000 photos of one-hundred 
dollar bills. This equals the $12.5 million that the U.S. government spent every hour on the 
war in Iraq. This work is part of Chris Jordan’s Running the Numbers: An American Self-
Portrait series, in which he uses one-to-one correspondence to create art that »looks at 
contemporary American culture through the austere lens of statistics«. 
Gun Deaths in America. This interactive visualization by FiveThirtyEight plots an average 
of 33,000 annual gun deaths in America as individual dots. Interaction reveals further 
information about the different types of incidents. 
FIG.33.  
FIG.34.  
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INTEGRATION OF TIME, SPACE, AND SOUND
In his book Information visualization : design for interaction, 
Robert Spence (2007, p.5) writes that, »[Visualization] need not 
involve a visual experience, as might be suggested by the term 
›visual‹ […], because sound and other sensory modalities - not 
only graphics - can be employed to represent data«. Indeed, 
incorporating directly experienceable modalities such as time, 
space, and sound can help with creating connections to units 
without direct physical properties or simply reinforce the infor-
mation through another medium.
Time can be a means to break down a measure that is directly 
connected with an action e.g. spending or producing per second. 
Also it is often used to describe the duration of a hypothetical 
and sequential action, e.g. greeting all the people in NYC, drop-
ping water into a bucket, etc. In some instances, time becomes 
the new unit of measurement, for example in this analogy, which 
tries to clarify the differences in magnitude between the steps of 
the short scale 13 (Blastland, Dilnot 2009, p.17; Paulos 2001, p.12):
1 second = 1 second
1 million seconds ≈ 11,5 days 
1 billion seconds ≈ 32 years 
1 trillion seconds ≈ 32.000 years
Space is the most directly experienceable, most familiar, and 
therefore maybe the most powerful modality of those presented 
here. Experience with different volumes, areas, and distances 
is essential for the understanding of scales (Tretter et al. 2006). 
Furthermore, phenomena such as the SNARK effect hint at an 
inherent connection between numbers and space in the hu-
man mind. Using space to express non-spatial units is a com-
mon strategy in Analogy, for example mapping a geological time 
frame unto a route on Google Maps (Parker 2011). Space can also 
be used to compare or organize units.
Concrete aspects of sound, such as pitch, duration, loudness, 
and timbre, can be hard to quantify for a layman, but sound in gen-
eral can be useful as a supportive tool. It can evoke emotion (e.g. 
A sonic memorial to the victims at Orlando’s Pulse nightclub 14), act 
as a mnemonic device (e.g. Lightyear.fm 15) or help to drive a point 
(e.g. Visualization of nuclear detonations from 1945 to present 16).
13 The short scale is  
a system for naming  
numbers based on  
the powers of one 
thousand. This system 
is used in most English-
speaking countries.
14 revealnews.org/
blog/a-sonic-memorial-
to-the-victims-at-or-
landos-pulse-nightclub
15 lightyear.fm
16 vimeo.com/135580602
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The use of other modalities, besides the presented, is also possi-
ble. Comprehension could also be supported through taste (e.g. 
data-cuisine.net), smell, texture and temperature. However, 
most of these require physical presence, which is impossible in 
traditional paper or display-bound Visualizations.
The National Debt Clock in New York City is a real-time counter of the U.S. national debt. 
It was erected by Seymour Durst in 1989, when the U.S. national debt stood at (only) 
$2.7 trillion. The constant increase of debt can be observed even by casual passersby 
and brings a sense of urgency to the issue of debt. Similar debt clocks can now be found 
online for every country. 
Lightyear FM. This visualization uses popular music to explain the speed of light and the 
vast distances of space. »Since radio broadcast leave Earth at the speed of light, the 
farther away one gets, the longer the waves take to travel there-and the older the music 
one hears.«
FIG.35.  
FIG.36.  
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter I presented six strategies that can be used to 
present extreme magnitudes in ways that facilitate their under-
standing. Those strategies included: Unitization, Comparison, 
Analogy, Zoom, One-to-One Correspondence and Integration of 
space/time/sound. Working on this framework highlighted the 
potential pitfalls of making a visualization for big number com-
prehension. Many internal and external aspects have to consid-
ered, such as the type of measure and the cultural background 
of the reader/viewer, and great care has to taken to create rep-
resentations that do not misrepresent the data or create more 
confusion than insight. Furthermore, the importance of having a 
familiar reference point became evident, as well as the beneficial 
effects of using multi-modal representations. While I discussed 
the strategies as separate approaches, a combination of several 
strategies seems to be necessary to achieve the best results.
One strategy that was not mentioned, is the use of scientific no-
tation (3 × 104 = 30,000) to describe big (and small) numbers. Au-
thors such as John Allen Paulos (Paulos 2001, p.11) and Douglas 
Hofstadter (Hofstadter 1982, p.130) recommend the use of scien-
tific notation as they are more legible and make it easier to spot 
large jumps in magnitude, which might otherwise be missed.
With the exception of projects related to the death or suffering of 
human-beings, not a lot of examples could be found from »estab-
lished« visualization outlets that aimed at making big numbers 
meaningful. This might be read as an indicator that this matter is 
unfortunately disregarded by outlets that aim at an »educated« 
audience. Although by no means complete, I believe that, just as 
Chevalier et al.’s work was for me, this adapted framework can 
be an useful starting point for designers that seek to produce vi-
sualizations that make the presented numbers meaningful and 
manageable to their readers/viewers.
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4 Prototypes
This chapter describes the design process and 
functionalities of three visualization prototypes, 
named Stacking Bills, Money Clock, and Buying  
Power, that I created based on the revised frame-
work and a corpus of existing visualizations.
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Before creating the prototypes, I collected a corpus of represen-
tations explaining the magnitude of monetary measures through 
various strategies. I gathered examples by searching online 
platforms (Google, Google Images, Twitter, and Youtube), using 
different topic-related terms and phrases (e.g. [to put this] into 
perspective, to visualize, million/billion/trillion dollar, big num-
bers, Bill Gate’s worth, etc.) and browsing information visualiza-
tion books, blogs and major online news outlets such as The New 
York Times, Washington Post and Bloomberg.
This search resulted in a substantial corpus of examples, rang-
ing from written to visual and physical. The full list of examples 
can be found at bit.ly/2Hbyvio. It has to be noted that the 
number of individual strategies is higher than the number of ex-
amples, since videos especially can make use of several repre-
sentations throughout.
I further analyzed this corpus, to determine which strategies 
were the most commonly used. I then followed the three most 
popular strategies in the design of the prototypes. I decided to 
use this approach as I was interested to see if and how effective 
these established strategies would be. Although only a few of the 
collected examples were dynamic, I decided to create interactive 
prototypes. Based on my research and personal experience and 
finding a personal angle seemed essential for the understanding 
of large numbers, both of which is hard to do in a static graphic. 
Finally, I want to mention that the visual design of the prototypes 
was intentionally kept basic and bare-boned, so that their design 
would not influence the outcomes of the evaluations.
STACKING BILLS
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4.1 Stacking Bills
Stacking Bills is based on a strategy common in »explainer vid-
eos«. Following this strategy, monetary value is converted into 
a corresponding amount of bills, usually $100 or $1 bills. This 
quantity of bills is then re-expressed as a spatial unit, by either 
stacking, bundling or laying the bills flat alongside each other. 
Height, volume or area therefore becomes the new unit of the 
target measure. This conversion connects the intangible, and 
therefore hard to understand, monetary value with a more di-
rectly perceivable experience - that of space. As Tretter, Jones 
& Minogue (2006) and Jones & Taylor (2009) have noted in their 
studies on scale cognition, a sense of scale is often developed 
through physical experiences of moving through space, such as 
walking, driving a car, or flying in an airplane.
Stacking Bills presents the target measure in the form of stacked 
€100 bills, and states the height of the resulting stack. This height 
is transformed into distance and placed on a map for compari-
son. I chose to use distance rather than height or volume (which 
were much more common in the corpus), because 1) I assume 
that long distances are more directly experienceable and there-
fore easier to relate to than heights and 2) according to Cleveland 
and McGill (1984) and Mackinlay (1986), lengths are perceptually 
easier to judge than volumes in a 2-dimensional medium.
The initial view of the prototype primes the question »How much 
is 346 billion Euro?« and introduces the conversion metaphor 
through a short introduction text and visual.
FIG.37. The initial  
view of the Stacking Bills 
prototype.
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In the same view the user sees the target measure re-expressed 
as a »stack« (i.e. a line) stretching from Helsinki to Riga on a 
world map. Helsinki was chosen as an anchor considering that 
the test users are located in, and therefore familiar with the Hel-
sinki area. Following the initial view, the user is then able to drag 
the endpoints of the stack to change the length of the resulting 
stack, thereby adjusting the represented monetary measure. The 
user can also change the direction of the stack, enabling them to 
compare different city pairs. The length and value of the stack are 
displayed next its endpoint and change dynamically as the user 
interacts with the prototype.
The prototype was build using Leaflet17, an »open-source JavaS-
cript library for mobile-friendly interactive maps« (Agafonkin 
2017) and Leaflet.Geodesic18 by Henry Thasler, an add-on for Leaf-
let that allows to draw geodesic lines and great circles. A geode-
sic line shows the shortest distance between two points on the 
earth’s surface, taking into account the distortion that appears 
when the (nearly) spherical 3D surface of the earth is projected 
onto a 2D plane (developers.arcgis.com).
The full prototype can be found at 
www.lisastaudinger.com/stacking_bills.
FIG.38. A stack reaching 
from Helsinki to Vienna, 
worth about €1.5 trillion.
17 leafletjs.com
18 github.com/ 
henrythasler/ 
Leaflet.Geodesic
MONEY CLOCK
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4.2 Money Clock
Money Clock uses time as a familiar unit to re-express the target 
measure. Examples that utilize time as a unit often express the 
target measure in terms of a rate (e.g. $1 per second) and a dura-
tion (e.g. for 1 year). The target measure itself can be achieved by 
spending, receiving, paying off, shredding etc., depending on the 
context. For example:
»If the debt [$5.7 trillion] was paid down at a rate of $1 dollar 
per second it would take 130,000 years.«  
(Holmes, Bagby 1999b)
Previous studies on nanoscopic sizes have found that temporal 
representations in combination with visual representations are 
highly effective in refining the mental model of imperceivable 
magnitudes (Song, Quintana 2012).
As with Stacking Bills, Money Clock starts off with the question 
»How much is 346 billion Euro?«. It then re-expresses the target 
measure as a (approximate) rate and duration:
If €346,000,000,000 was paid off at a rate of €100 per  
second, it would take about 109 years to pay it all.
The visualization then starts »paying off« the target measure, 
symbolized through a counter going down at a rate of €100 per 
second. Below the counter a progress bar shows the progression 
and displays the elapsed and remaining duration of the pay off.
FIG.39. Initial view of 
Money Clock.
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The user can simply watch the numerical value going down at the 
preset rate, or they can interactively adjust the variables of the 
visualization. This allows them to explore how the parameters 
effect the outcome and the relationship between them. The vari-
ables are linked in the following way: Adjusting the initial money 
value updates the duration time and counter. Setting a new dura-
tion time (here the user can change both number and unit) recal-
culates the money value that could be paid off in that time frame 
and updates the counter.
A »skip forward« button furthermore allows the user to skip 
ahead one quarter of the total duration. This was implemented 
since the duration of bigger money values are too long to see any 
visual progress in the bar.
The prototype was build in Javascript and JQuery and can be 
found at www.lisastaudinger.com/money_clock.
FIG.40. Changing one 
of the input variables 
impacts the rest of the 
visualization.
BUYING POWER
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4.3 Buying Power
In contrast to the previous prototypes, Buying Power express-
es the target measure in terms of its intrinsic value i.e. buying 
power, rather than its numerosity. To achieve this, Buying Power 
applies Unitization; a relatable object acts as a new unit of mea-
surement through which the magnitude of the target measure is 
evaluated. In the case of monetary measures, these objects are 
most commonly consumer goods or services. In this prototype 
Unitization is supported through the One-to-One Correspon-
dence strategy, visually showing the magnitude differences be-
tween the target measure and the new unit.
The initial view of Buying Power introduces the idea of unitization 
and presents the target measure, 346 billion Euro to be equal to 
915,344 single family houses in Helsinki (worth about €378,000). 
This conversion is visually supported through a pictorial unit 
chart, juxtaposing one instance of U.S. national debt with a re-
sponding amount of pictograms symbolizing the instances of the 
new unit. The chart is fifty units wide, meaning the user has to 
scroll a considerable amount to see the full length of the chart.
FIG.41. Initial view  
of Buying Power.
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The user can interact with the visualization to change the unit 
of measurement, either through choosing from a list of provided 
»objects«, or adding their own object through an input interface. 
If a new object is inputed, the chart is updated with that value 
and it is added to the list of available options.
The prototype was build in Javascript and JQuery, some picto-
grams were adapted from Twemoji 19. The prototype can be found 
at www.lisastaudinger.com/buying_power.
FIG.42. Updated view  
of the prototype with  
a custom unit of  
measurement, plus the 
expanded input field.
19 github.com/ 
twitter/twemoji
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5 Evaluation
In order to answer my research question  
How effective are various strategies in sup-
porting the comprehension of large (monetary) 
numbers? I first discuss the current state of 
evaluation in the field of Information Design, 
and argue for, and describe an insight-based 
evaluation approach. The rest of this chapter 
details the setup of the user test sessions  
and discusses the results in depth.
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5.1 Evaluating insight in
Information Visualization
Dealing with Information Visualization, one eventually arrives 
at the question: What is a good Information Visualization? Ac-
cording to Edward Tufte (2001), maybe the most prominent (and 
controversial) authority in the field, »graphical excellence« can 
be judged by measures such as the data-ink ratio20 and the lie-
factor 21. However, while this approach might be feasible for some 
instances, it cannot be applied to every type of visual represen-
tation of information, as different visualizations are meant to 
serve different purposes. While some visualizations are intended 
for exploration and discovery, others explain and contextualize 
information, and some others are produced to prove a single ar-
gument. The quality or effectiveness of a visualization depends 
on its goal, and can (or should) not be measured with one sim-
ple, universal yardstick. The following section will therefore dive 
deeper into different methods of evaluation used in Information 
Visualization.
Evaluation in Information Visualization
During the last decades, the evaluation of (information) visual-
ization has become a hot topic in visualization research (van Wijk 
2013). Not only are new visualization tools and methods being 
studied and evaluated, but researchers also strive to validate 
»established« truths and assumptions in the field (see for exam-
ple Skau and Kosara’s (2016) paper on how people read data from 
pie charts). This trend towards empirical research and validation 
can also be seen by the steady increase in papers submitted to 
visualization conferences that feature some kind of evaluation 
(Lam et al. 2012).
20 Data-ink ratio is the 
proporation of a  
graphic that carries 
actual information. 
(Tufte 2001, p.93)
21 The lie factor measures 
the relationship between 
a data point and its  
depiction in a graphic.  
(Tufte 2001, p.57)
FIG.43. Number of papers 
submitted to InfoVis from 
1995-2010, and the share 
with at least some kind of 
evaluation. 
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While initially visualization researchers adapted their research 
methods mostly from related fields such as human computer 
interaction (HCI), computer graphics (CG) (Lam et al. 2012; 
Carpendale 2008), researchers now have access to a wide range 
of evaluation approaches, as well as a sizable amount of recom-
mendations for their application (van Wijk 2013; Lam et al. 2012). 
Some common evaluation approaches to test the effectiveness 
of a visualization include (Lam et al. 2012; Saraiya, North & Duca 
2005; Plaisant 2004):
 - Controlled Experiments & Laboratory Observation (often 
testing response accuracy and response time for specific de-
sign elements or tools)
 - Formative Usability Testing (e.g. think-aloud, interviews)
 - Metrics, Heuristics, and Models (evaluation based on mea-
sures such as data-ink or cognitive models)
 - Case and Field Studies (evaluating tools in realistic, natural 
environments)
Despite the wide range of evaluation methods available to re-
searchers, there is a dramatic unbalance in the use of these 
methods. In a review of more than 300 visualization papers, Lam 
et al. (2012) found that 85% of research assessed either user 
performance, user experience or a visualization algorithm. This 
means that an overwhelming majority of evaluation is centered 
on assessing visualizations rather than underlying processes or 
user understanding.
As stated in the introduction of this thesis, the focus of this work 
lies on investigating the effectiveness of different visualization 
strategies in improving the understanding of big numbers. But 
what is understanding? According to Bloom’s taxonomy of edu-
cational learning objectives, understanding is a cognitive pro-
cesses that involves constructing meaning from messages and 
integrating new knowledge into existing schemas (Bloom, An-
derson & Krathwohl 2001, p.70). As such, understanding is a type 
of learning. Assessing understanding quantitatively, however, is 
difficult since the process of understanding and its outcome are 
mostly very personal and open-ended. In Information Visualiza-
tion research, this type of personal learning has been studied 
under the term of insight.
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Evaluating insight
Insight has been declared the principle goal of Information Visu-
alization by many authors. A well known quote by Card, Mackin-
lay and Shneiderman states that, »the purpose of visualization 
is insight, not pictures« (Card, Mackinlay & Shneiderman 1999, 
p.6). In his paper Toward Measuring Visualization Insight North 
(2006) argued that insight is composed of five important fea-
tures: it is complex, deep, qualitative, unexpected, and relevant. 
Chang et al. (2009) identified two different types of insight: 
spontaneous insight and knowledge-building insight. Sponta-
neous insight describes a moment of enlightenment (an »aha« 
moment) and is a form of problem-solving. This type of insight 
is commonly researched in the cognitive sciences. Knowledge-
building insight, on the other hand, means gaining deep, com-
plex knowledge that can create novel mental connections and 
support hypothesis generation. Theses two types of insight are 
related, as revelations created by spontaneous insight can serve 
as the building ground for knowledge building insights in the fu-
ture. The resulting knowledge-building insight in turn can lead to 
new spontaneous insights.
Most relevant to this thesis is the work of Saraiya, North & Duca 
(2005), who have defined insight as »an individual observation 
about the data by the participant, a unit of discovery.« In their 
study on bioinformatics visualizations Saraiya et al. merged as-
pects of usability testing and the controlled experiment method 
to create a novel method and set of measures for evaluating in-
sight. Their procedure follows the think-aloud protocol but fur-
ther analyzes the information gathered through this based on a 
list of quantifiable characteristics. By coding occurrences of in-
sight by category, qualitative information can be translated into 
quantitative data. This allows to detect patterns of insight in the 
participants’ interaction with the prototypes (North 2006). The 
think-aloud protocol can also hint at specific features of the visu-
alizations that support insights for the users or cause problems 
for them.
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5.2 User testing
The user tests were conducted as a between-subjects study 
with one independent variable, the visualization strategies/pro-
totypes, which had three treatments:
 - Stacking Bills
 - Money Clock
 - Buying Power
The dependent variables for the user tests consisted of:
 - pre-test results
 - total time spent with the tool
 - amount, type and category of insights
 - benchmark test results
 - usability issues
MEASURES
Insights recorded during the sessions were encoded according 
to the following quantifiable characteristics, adapted from Sa-
raiya, North & Duca (2005):
 - Observation: The actual remark about the data.
 - Time: The amount of time till an insight is reached.
 - Complexity: The complexity of the insight. A general obser-
vation about size (that’s a huge pile of bills) earns 1 point, ex-
emplifying a value earns 2 points, interpreting, comparing or 
correlating a magnitude earns 3 points.
 - Directed versus Unexpected: Directed insights are the re-
sult of intentional actions/questions by the user. Unexpected 
insights are other findings that the user did not specifically 
search for.
 - Correctness: Incorrect observations can occur when the visu-
alization is misinterpreted.
 - Category: Based on the observations that were collected dur-
ing the test sessions, the insights were divided into six differ-
ent categories: personal, summarizing, inferring, revelation, 
interpreting, reading, and hypotheses. These categories are 
described in more detail in the Results section.
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DATASET
The dataset used for the prototypes is the U.S. budget deficit in 
2015, which at that time stood at $425 billion. The number was 
taken from a New York Times online article, titled U.S. Budget 
Deficit Rose in July, but 8-Year Low Is Expected for Year, published 
on August 12, 2015. As most of the participants are expected to 
be more familiar with the value of Euro than U.S. dollars, the mea-
sure was converted into 2018 Euro. As such, $425 billion equals 
around €346 billion.
PROTOTYPES
Three prototypes were tested: Stacking Bills, Money Clock, and 
Buying Power. Refer to the Prototypes chapter for detailed de-
scriptions.
PARTICIPANTS
Nine participants (three per prototype) were recruited through 
an email communication and a Facebook post aimed at cur-
rent and former students and staff from the Department of 
Media. According to Nielsen (2000), three to five users are 
enough for a qualitative user testing, as the likelihood of get-
ting new learnings levels out after about five test sessions. 
The final participant group consisted of five Master students and 
four Master degree holders from various design related fields. 
The average age of the participants was 29.8 years. As origin is 
an important factor for number understanding, participants were 
asked to report their country of origin and their native language. 
Two participants came from countries that used the short scale 
number naming system, four came from countries that used the 
long scale, and three came from countries that used neither (In-
dia and Taiwan). One participant had previously interacted with 
a prototype during a personal communication, so they were as-
signed to a tool they hadn’t seen before. Otherwise participants 
were randomly assigned to a prototype.
PILOT TEST
One pilot test was conducted to check the test material and set-
up. The participant was a student from the Department of Me-
dia. The participant performed the test in the same set-up as 
described below, interacting with the Stacking Bills prototype. 
Accordingly, the test material was minimally adjusted (some er-
rors were corrected, some tests extended). Based on the par-
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ticipant’s comments during the think-aloud protocol I identified 
several quantifiable characteristics of insight which were later 
used to analyze the insights from the real tests.
SET-UP AND PROCEDURE
All except for one test were conducted in the same room on the 
University premises. A camera on a tripod was used to record 
the participants and screen during the session. The participants 
received the test-tasks on paper and the prototypes were pre-
sented on a MacBook Pro (Retina, 15-inch, Early 2013) equipped 
with a mouse. Before evaluating the actual prototypes, test par-
ticipants were given a pretest assignment to assess their indi-
vidual baseline-proficiency with big numbers. The participants 
were then presented with a short piece of text, that acted as an 
introduction to the monetary measure. After reading the text 
participants received a short questionnaire. Participants then 
watched a short video example of the think-aloud protocol, in 
order to make sure that they understood what to do. After this, 
participants were presented with one of the three prototypes. 
They were then asked to interact with the prototypes on a laptop 
as long as they wanted and voice their insights while doing so. 
The session was recorded on video for later analysis. After par-
ticipants stopped interacting with the visualization, they were 
again asked to answer a question and perform a benchmark task 
related to the prototype. Lastly participants had the opportunity 
to comment on their experience with the strategy.
TASKS
All test material can be found in the appendix.
 - Pretest: Participants were given a pretest to assess their indi-
vidual baseline-proficiency with big numbers. Similar to Tretter, 
Jones and Minogue’s (2006) Scale Anchoring Objects assess-
ment test in which participants name objects representing 
scales from one nanometer to one billion meters, participants 
were asked to provide examples for objects/services/measures 
that matched the value of a given number from 10 to one billion.
 - Inspection of the news article: Participants were handed a 
short news article about the U.S. budget deficit, acting as a 
primer for the prototype.
FIG.44. Test setup. 
E-Experimenter  
P-Participant  
C-Camera  
L-Laptop
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 - Questionnaire: The questionnaire consisted of three questions: 
 - Have you heard/read about this number ($425 billion / €346 
billion) before? This was asked to ensure that participants 
were unfamiliar with the number. 
 - How actively do you follow economic issues? Participants 
answered 5-point itemized scale, from Not at all - I am not 
interested to I follow economic issues extensively and even 
research about them further. This was asked to exclude par-
ticipants that were too proficient in economic issues. 
 - How confident are you that you understand the magnitude 
of the number you just saw (€346 billion)? Participants were 
asked to evaluate themselves on a 5-point itemized scale 
from I am not at all confident to I am very confident. This was 
done to check their personal confidence beforehand, find out 
if the strategy improved their confidence and if their confi-
dence matched their benchmark-results. The results from 
this question were, however not used in the final analysis, as 
they yielded no usable results.
 - Interaction with the prototypes + Think-aloud: Participants 
were instructed to interact with the prototypes as long as 
they wanted. No tasks were assigned, since I was also inter-
ested in seeing their natural interaction with the prototypes. 
For the think-aloud protocol, I followed a »loose« version of 
the technique, as it is commonly practiced in usability testing. 
In such a think-aloud test, users interact with the system while 
continuously verbalizing their thoughts, feelings, insights, in-
ferences and explanations. The experimenter stays silent, but 
can intervene if the user falls silent. Boren and Ramey (2000) 
give an in-depth analysis of how think-aloud in usability testing 
does not follow the strict rules originally intended by the inven-
tors of the method, Ericsson and Simon, who forbid any type of 
reflection on the subject’s part.
 - Self-evaluation: After the interaction, participants were asked 
how confident they now felt, again on a 5-point itemized scale.
 - Benchmark Test: For the benchmark test, participants were in-
structed to estimate an unfamiliar monetary measure in terms 
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of a particular strategy. This task is inspired by Barrio et al.’s 
(Barrio, Goldstein & Hofman 2016) estimation task. Result from 
this test were meant to give insight into whether participants 
could apply the strategies they saw. Depending on the proto-
type they were assigned to, their question was: 
 - Using the same strategy you just saw (bundling €100 bills), 
how long would the bundles for the following values be? 
 - Using the same strategy you just saw (paying off a sum at a 
rate of €100 per second), how long would it take to pay off the 
following values? 
 - Using the same strategy you just saw (converting a sum into 
smaller, more familiar units), what could you buy with the fol-
lowing values? 
 - Discussion: The last part of the test session consisted of a free 
form interview, in which I asked participants for opinions and 
comments on the visualization and the strategy. I also asked 
whether they had seen similar visualizations or visualization 
strategies before and whether they could remember any specific 
values. Furthermore, I specifically invited them to reflect on the 
aspects of interactivity and personalization in the prototypes.
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5.3 Results
In my analysis I am following Saraiya, North & Duca’s recommen-
dation, who note that »[s]ince this evaluation method is more 
qualitative and subjective than quantitative and the number of 
participants is limited, a general comparison of tendencies in the 
results is most appropriate« (Saraiya, North & Duca 2005).
Evaluation of insight characteristics
Number of insights: Buying Power and Stacking Bills yielded 
very similar results in the overall ( 18 / 17 ) and average ( 6 / 5.7 ) 
number of insights. Money Clock performed much worse, leading 
to only 11 distinct observations overall and an average of 3.7 per 
participant. Variance, however, was relatively high within each 
prototype due to the small number of tests.
The lower number of insights for Money Clock could stem from 
the lower degree of interactivity and playfulness that this pro-
totype offered. This seems to have led to less engagement and 
shorter time spend with the prototype.
Time: The average total time reports the time users spend with 
the prototype until they lost interest or thought they had under-
stood the principle. On average, participants spend most time 
with the Buying Power prototype (about 8 minutes), a bit less 
time with the Stacking Bills prototype (around 6.5 minutes) and 
Stacking Bills Money Clock Buying Power
Number of insights 17 11 18
Average number of insights 5.7 3.7 6
Average time (sec) to first insight 110 167 109
Average total time (sec) spend with prototype 386.7 347 480
Aggregated complexity of insights 25 17 40
Average complexity of insights 1.47 1.55 2.22
Number of unexpected insights 2 3 7
Number of incorrect insights 0 3 1
Overview of the collected 
metrics.
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the least amount of time with the Money Clock prototype (around 
5.8 minutes). This lower time either indicates a more efficient vi-
sualization (personal observations from the test show no indica-
tions of this, actually the opposite), less interest in the strategy 
or that participants gave up due to complications with the inter-
face. A reverse pattern can be seen in the average time needed 
to reach the first insight. Participants using the Money Clock 
prototype reached their first insight on average 2.8 minutes af-
ter starting the interaction. The participants using Buying Power 
and Stacking Bills, on the other hand, needed an average of 1.9 
minutes to reach their first insights about the data. Lower times 
suggest that participants could find interesting issues faster and 
therefore understood the premise of the prototypes more easily.
Complexity: 1 to 3 points were given according to the complex-
ity of the individual observations. The aggregated complexity of 
Buying Power was the highest with 40 points, second highest for 
Stacking Bills with 25 points and lowest for Money Clock with 17 
points. Averaging the complexity in regards to the total number 
of insights per prototype shows that Money Clock and Buying 
Power produced relatively similar complexity with 1.55 and 1.47 
points respectively. Buying Power yielded slightly more complex 
insights with an average of 2.2 points.
1 point: Okay, I could get a lot of sail boats with this.
2 points:Three blocks in Helsinki is already €400 million.
3 points: So, if I could save a hundred Euros per second I still
 wouldn’t be a millionaire in 99 days.
Direct and unexpected insights: Participants using the Buying 
Power prototype overall reached more insights that were unre-
lated to the main goal of the respective strategy. Most commonly 
these unexpected insights concerned the price of the compari-
son objects and their differences.
»I thought passenger jets might be more expensive than
cruise ships, but obviously not.«
Correctness: Overall, only four incorrect insights were record-
ed, one for Buying Power and three for Money Clock. All incor-
rect observations for Money Clock were reported by the same 
participant however, and originated from a misreading or mis-
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understanding of the short scale. The same issue was observed 
several times with other participants during the pre-test and 
benchmark-test. Other participants also commented on the is-
sue of number-naming systems while interacting with the proto-
type, but could ultimately name the numbers correctly in regards 
to the short scale naming conventions.
»If I wanna pay it in 99 days, it would take me 855 thousand
[actually 855 million], I would have less than a million.«
Insight categories
The following seven general categories were identified from the 
insights collected during the think-aloud. Note: Insights can be 
assigned to several categories at the same time.
Personal: Insights in this category are related to a personal 
experience of the participant. As all prototypes included some 
degree of interaction, all of them allowed users to situate them-
selves and their experience in the visualization. Not all partici-
pants took this opportunity, however. The results and personal 
observations during the test suggest that the Stacking Bills pro-
totype was the most successful in encouraging connections with 
personal experiences. Participants intuitively tested the proto-
type with familiar locations, such as their home countries and 
their study places. Both Money Clock and Buying Power yielded 
Stacking Bills Money Clock Buying Power
personal 7 4 3
revelation 2 1 2
facts 6 3 1
summary 7 2 3
interpretation 1 4 4
inference 1 0 3
hypotheses 1 1 4
Distribution of insights 
acc. to category.
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about the same amount of personal insights. Personal insights 
are especially important/interesting, as it can be assumed that 
participants attach the new information to an already existing 
mental model.
 »I’ve flown that distance [from Helsinki to Riga] many times,
that’s familiar to me.«
Revelation: Revelations are observations that correct a previous 
misconception or correct a mental model. Revelations are most 
closely related to spontaneous insights (aha-moments), and 
sudden problem-solving. These types of insights are valuable as 
they can lead to future knowledge-building insights (Chang et al. 
2009). However, this type of insight was fairly rare, and overall 
only five instances were recorded during the sessions.
»I didn’t know that billion would have 9 zeros. I thought it
would be more zeros.«
Facts: Often times participants were voicing singular facts ex-
tracted from the visualization, such as the time needed to pay 
of a certain amount of money. These observations come directly 
from the prototypes and therefore indicate that participants un-
derstood the premise of the visualization. They also give some 
understanding of which aspects participants found worthy to 
note aloud. These types of insights were interestingly rare for 
Buying Power, as most observations were of a summarizing na-
ture. The reason for this could be that the numbers presented in 
Buying power were generally bigger than in the other prototypes. 
This leads to the question whether participants paid attention to 
the actual numbers.
»Oh - to Iran it would be €3,360 billion.«
Summary: Nearly all participants reached some kind of sum-
marizing insight, summing up a process, relationship or fact in 
a very general, superficial way. Summarizing observations might 
be considered low level insights, as they do not reveal wether 
deeper or even any understanding was achieved or information 
was read correctly.
»That’s a huge pile of bills.«
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Interpretation: Rather than merely extracting or generalizing 
a fact, some participants tried to interpret those facts by ex-
plaining them in their own words and connecting them to other 
factors not shown in the visualizations. Interpretation can be 
desirable as it hints to the integration of new knowledge into ex-
isting schemas. Both Buying Power and Money Clock produced 
more insights of this type than Stacking Bills. This is not surpris-
ing since Stacking Bills uses a rather specific translation strat-
egy that cannot easily be re-expressed, and as such might be 
less versatile.
»That’s more than the population of Finland.«
Inference: Inference describes extrapolation on the basis of un-
derlying patterns. The initial assumption was that participants 
would get a concrete understanding of the conversion strategies 
used (e.g. money to meter, money to time), and be able to make 
new predictions based on this. However, only one participant 
(interacting with Buying Power) seemed to show active under-
standing and tried to give extrapolations from the available ex-
amples during the interaction phase. This could also be a result 
of the think-aloud method used, which might not be suitable to 
prompt such an act of reflection. The benchmark test adminis-
tered after the interaction directly tested the participants’ ability 
to infer from the data.
»I guess I have to scroll a lot till one ends and the other one
goes on for 10 more times.«
Hypotheses: Interestingly, interacting with the prototypes lead 
some participants to new questions and observations that were 
not intended by the visualization. Two participants assigned to 
the Buying Power prototype were especially interested in ex-
tending the context of the data and making connections to big-
ger social and economic issues. This behavior might stem from 
personal interests of the particular participants, but could also 
be caused by the prototype itself, as it is the only visualization 
that considers the actual value of the presented measure.
»That [amount of money] could keep the economy of Finland
going for one or two years maybe.«
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Test results
Pre-test: The pre-test was initially intended to assess the base-
line numerosity of participants and their ability to visualize the 
magnitude of various values. For this, participants were asked to 
provide a »object« matching the value of seven numbers from 10 
to one-billion. In the real testing, however, it came to show that 
the result could not be used for that purpose. This could either 
be a result of poorly worded instructions or the test itself. Out of 
60 collected answers (2 participants did not provide answers to 
all values), roughly one half were non-quantifiable. This included 
answers such as »coins in a treasure chest«, »DNA chain« or 
»square meters of a mansion«. One could interpret answer such 
as these as a sign that the participant did not have a clear image 
of the magnitude in their minds, however this would be mostly 
guesswork. As such, the results of the pre-test were dismissed 
as a dependable variable. A full list of all answers can be found in 
the appendix.
Nevertheless the result yielded another interesting finding, in the 
form of the units that participants choose for the different values. 
Using WordNet 22, a lexical database developed at the Cognitive 
Science Laboratory of Princeton University, that provides a se-
mantic network of words based on sets of cognitive synonyms, 
I categorizing the units according to their hypernyms 23. The fol-
lowing patterns emerged:
Units could be grouped into three big categories: Measures, 
Objects, and Other. In the chart, prominent subgroups of these 
categories were highlighted, such as linear measures, monetary 
measures, and persons. The dominance of monetary measures 
in the one hundred and one million category was interesting is for 
example. The 10 thousand category is the least clearly defined, 
as was evident from the participants’ comments during the test. 
Most identified this as the hardest category, and could not im-
mediately recall any connection with that number, in contrast to 
numbers such as 1 million, which is commonly encountered in 
f.e. news media.
22 wordnet.princeton.edu
23 hypernym: An umbrella 
term for words with more 
specific meanings. 
FIG.45. Sorting of results 
from the pre-test  
according to WordNet 
hierarchies.
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Benchmark-test: The benchmark-test measured 1) how well par-
ticipants remembered the initially shown conversion and 2) how 
well they could apply the conversion strategy, i.e. how well they 
could infer. Since the sample is extremely small, statistical analy-
sis of this data is not possible, but an individual analysis can be 
attempted. Results from the benchmark-test were coded after a 
seven-point accuracy scale modeled after Tretter et al.’s (2006) 
Accuracy Codes. The scale measures how close the provided an-
swer is to the real value within different factors of ten.
 -3: object listed was too small by at least a factor of 1000.
 -2: object listed was too small by at least a factor of 100 (but not by 1000).
 -1: object listed was too small by at least a factor of 10 (but not by 100).
 0: object listed was within factor of 10 (larger or smaller) of requested size.
 1: object listed was too big by at least a factor of 10 (but not by 100).
 2: object listed was too big by at least a factor of 100 (but not by 1000).
 3: object listed was too big by at least a factor of 1000.
In general, performance on the test varied greatly, even within 
prototypes. In regards to recall, most participants managed to 
remember the initially shown value (after interacting with the 
prototype), except for two participants, one of which provided 
highly inconsistent and incorrect answers all throughout the 
test. As for inferring unknown values, the majority of participants 
performed very poorly on the first value (€1 million), with more 
than half giving overestimations by a factor of 1000. This is espe-
Values in the pre-test
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Units provided by partici-
pants during the pre-test, 
categorized by types.
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cially surprising for the participants interacting with the Stacking 
Bills prototype, since the thickness of a bundle worth €1 million 
was explicitly mentioned in the introductory text. The enormous 
mis-estimation is less surprising for the Money Clock users, as 
participants had to extrapolate from 346 billion = 109 years to 1 
million = 2 hours, which is a calculation not many people can do 
on the spot. The results for the second value (€120 million) were 
equally mixed, and no pattern emerged. Since the third value was 
€700 billion, about half of the participants arrived at their answer 
by simply doubling their estimate for €350 billion. This is a rea-
sonable step for the Money Clock users, which had to give their 
estimate as a time unit. While this logic could have been applied 
for all strategies, two participants from Stacking Bills and Buying 
Power, respectively, did not follow this logic and rather tried to 
give new estimates.
Participants’ comments on the prototypes
General: Most participants agreed that personalization was in-
teresting and important to understand the magnitude of the num-
bers. Some participants noted that they would not, in a realistic 
setting, read the introduction texts of the prototypes, but would 
start interacting immediately. One participant made an interest-
ing comment regarding the differences between short and long 
scale, saying that he would like to see a clear statement of which 
number naming system was used. When asked whether they had 
encountered similar attempts at explaining large number before, 
most participants could list at least one other instance. Many 
were related to social issues such as CO2 production, food waste 
or poverty.
Stacking Bills: Participants found Stacking Bills fun and easy 
to use. One feature that particularly helped participants was the 
»translation« of the numerals into short scale names. Some par-
ticipants wished for more elaborate interaction functionality, but 
found that optional.
Money Clock: Two out of three participants found Money Clock 
not very engaging, while one felt distressed and anxious at the 
sight of the countdown. All participants wished for an option to 
change the rate of pay-off rather than the time frame. They also 
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noted that a visual depiction of the shrinking amount of money 
would have been helpful.
Buying Power: Most participants wished for more context in the 
Buying Power prototype, either to external topics or between the 
available options. One usability issue led to momentary insecu-
rity and confusion in the participants.
5.4 Discussion of results
The results from the user test showed that the most numerous 
insights occurred with the Stacking Bills and Buying power pro-
totypes, likely because they allowed for more interaction and 
exploration on the user’s side. As expected, the ability to per-
sonalize the prototypes was important for most participants. 
This became evident during the interactions and the subsequent 
discussions. Through this feature, some participants seemed to 
experience, at least momentarily, an »aha« moment, in which 
the magnitude of the numbers gained some personal meaning 
for them. Most successful in proving personal insights, was the 
Stacking Bills prototype, as users intuitively dragged the »money 
stack« to familiar places. Following this logic, it would have been 
beneficial if users of the Money Clock prototype would have been 
able to change the »pay off« rate to a personal number, such as 
their own »income rate«.
Users of both the Stacking Bills and Buying Power prototype 
reached their first insights at round 1.9 minutes, much faster 
than the users of the Money Clock prototype. Users also spent 
the least amount of time with this prototype. From observations 
it seems like the concept of »paying off« was harder to under-
stand and sometimes led to confusions as to what was being 
counted. Using money as a value seemed to lead to more criti-
cal and complex insights, as can be seen from the Buying Power 
results. This poses the question if abstraction, as it was done 
in Stacking Bills, is advisable. Buying Power, however, had the 
issue of explaining large numbers through more large, hard-to-
understand numbers, as some participants noted. Using inter-
mediate steps and applying the Zoom strategy could have helped 
with this issue.
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Although the design of the prototypes was kept purposefully 
simple, interaction and interface components proved to be a cru-
cial factor. Some usability issues seemed to severely interfere 
with the users’ ability to gain insights from the prototypes. In 
the Buying Power prototype, for example, users had a hard time 
comparing the lengths of the unit charts, and only few tried to 
scroll to the end of the chart. A possible solution for this could 
be to provide a miniature overview of the whole chart, similar to 
the mini locator maps of text-editors such as Sublime. Adding 
little annotations or process indicators, such as in If the Moon 
was Only 1 Pixel in Size, might also encourage users to continue 
scrolling till the end, getting the full experience. Especially in the 
Money Clock prototype, usability and interface issues hindered 
the acquisition of insight. The skip forward button attracted us-
ers’ attention, but did not deliver any interesting results from the 
users’ perspective.
A factor that should not be underestimated in the acquisition 
of insights is user motivation. Users that noted in advance that 
they were not interested in »money things«, generally interacted 
for a shorter period of time and gained less insights from the pro-
totypes. Clearly, an initial interest in the topic is essential for the 
strategies to be effective. This problem is obviously hard to avoid 
in such a controlled test setting with forced interactions. In real 
life, however, an engaging pull-in can be created, for example, 
through the use of narrative or emotional framing.
Unfortunately, the estimation benchmark test could not provide 
conclusive evidence as to whether participants were able to 
adopt and adapt the presented metaphors.
Overall, the evaluation highlighted the importance of interactiv-
ity and personalization. Although the results are not conclusive 
and the test setup had some shortcomings, sessions gave some 
indication that the concept of spending or paying-off did not sup-
port participants’ understanding. Visualizing the actual value of 
the monetary number seems to be the most promising strategy, 
but a lot of care has to be put into designing the visualization. 
Using familiar spaces as a reference point appears be a good 
method to compellingly illustrate the size differences between 
numbers. This strategy on its own, however, might not allow for 
much inference or interpretation on the reader/viewer’s side.
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6 Conclusion
The goal of this thesis was to compare the  
effectiveness of different strategies for improving 
the comprehension of large numbers through  
Information Visualization. The following will  
summarize the most important findings of this  
thesis, list its main contributions, discuss its  
limitations and give an outlook for possible  
future research.
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6.1 Contribution
In order to investigate the effectiveness of strategies aiming at 
making large numbers meaningful to the average reader/viewer 
in an Information Visualization context, I first described theories 
from Information Visualization and number cognition. This re-
view yielded important visual, structural, and cognitive implica-
tions for the design of visual strategies. Furthermore, to be able 
to accurately describe and evaluate these strategies, I reviewed 
and extended an existing framework for the visual depiction of 
extreme measures. The final adapted framework consisted of 
seven approaches: Unitization, Comparison, Analogy, Zoom, 
One-to-One Correspondence, and Integration of time/space/
sound. This framework was further elaborated by findings from 
the theoretical review and several examples of existing visual-
izations. Based on this theoretical framework and a corpus of vi-
sualizations, I created three visualization prototypes (Stacking 
Bills, Money Clock, and Buying Power) specifically for the topic 
of monetary measures. Following an insight-based approach I 
evaluated and compared these prototypes in terms of amount, 
category, and amount of insights created in a series of user tests.
This thesis contributes to the field of Information Visualization by 
connecting theories from Information Visualization and number 
cognition regarding the presentation and understanding of large 
numbers. By outlining a framework of strategies and gathering a 
sizable collection of examples for existing visualizations, it gives 
guidelines and a source of inspiration for designers who want to 
create visualizations that support the comprehension of such 
numbers. This thesis also serves as an example of an insight-
based evaluation approach, and through it different categories of 
insight were defined, which can be valuable for future research.
6.2 Limitations
I tried to provide both a comprehensive and relevant overview 
of all topics related to the topic of this thesis, however, both In-
formation Visualization and especially numerical cognition are 
extensive, interdisciplinary, and highly complex fields. As such, 
a review of these fields can only ever be a narrow view based on a 
personal decision. Regarding the focus on monetary measures, 
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it proved to be a somewhat difficult unit, as its value depends 
very much on the context it is in and, moreover, its physicality 
and its worth have no natural connection between them. One 
limitation of the evaluation component of this thesis is the rela-
tively small number of participants in the user tests and the big 
individual differences in cultural background and motivation 
between participants. As Hullman and Diakopoulos (2011) note, 
individual differences between readers/viewers can majorly af-
fect the interpretation and perception of visualizations. Based 
on these factors it is questionable if a repeated test would yield 
the same results.
Aside from the reliability of the results, their validity also has to 
be critically considered. The heterogeneity of the prototypes, for 
example, is problematic, especially in regards to the varying lev-
els of interactivity and refinement. Results from the Money Clock 
prototype in particular suffered from mis-designed interactions. 
Both the pre- and benchmark-test also had some flaws, which 
became evident after the testing session; The aforementioned 
differences between the prototypes, for example, limited the 
comparability between the benchmark-test results. The small 
number of questions furthermore made the test prone to fleet-
ing errors such mis-reading the numerals (such a mistake was 
directly observed during the testing sessions). A more extensive 
test with more balanced preconditions would be needed to ar-
rive at statistically significant results from this type of bench-
mark-test. Regarding the recorded measures, using time till first 
insights might be problematic. Although it was measured in the 
original study by Saraiya et al., such measures are not reliable 
when users have to verbalize their thoughts while interacting 
with a prototype (usability.gov). Lastly, the reported measures 
were the result of a rather short term usage, as interactions gen-
erally lasted only from 3 to 12 minutes. It is questionable if any 
deep insights can be won in such a short time frame.
6.3 Future Research
In the attempt to find ways to express large numbers in more 
comprehensible ways, this thesis has provided some answers, 
but in the process, has raised even more questions for future re-
search. Results from the evaluation test could be verified with 
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a bigger study involving more test subjects and an improved 
evaluation approach. It would also be interesting to study the 
effects of these strategies over a longer period of time and in a 
more natural setting.
The literature discussed here also opens up further questions on 
the formation of mental models, the roles of metaphors, and the 
mechanisms of learning. Additional research into these areas 
could prove beneficial to the further development of the issue.
Looking ahead, the next step in research on this topic could be to 
investigate less invasive techniques, i.e. strategies that can be 
incorporated into existing visualization types. Examples of such 
unobtrusive inclusions can be found occasionally, but have not 
been formalized in any way.
All in all, improving the comprehension of large numbers is an 
important issue, as the amount of information and the magnitude 
thereof is growing exponentially. Our ability to process these 
numbers, however, is slow to catch up and needs to be support-
ed in any way possible. Only if we truly understand can we make 
meaningful decisions.
FUTURE RESEARCH
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Initials
Age
Country of origin
Native language
Highest degree or level of school you have completed
Profession / field of study
Your personal information will only be used to validate the test data for my thesis.  
If I publish any of your information in my thesis, it will be in anonymized form or as 
part of a general statistic. I will handle your information confidentially and not share 
it with any third party.  Likewise I will only use your video recording to analyze this 
session and will not publish any excerpts or stills without your explicit permission. 
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Please write an ‘object’ that matches the value of each number listed. 
An ‘object’ could be a measure, amount, price, distance etc. 
number ‘object’ matching the number
10 (ten)
100 (1 hundred)
1,000 (1 thousand)
10,000 (10 thousand)
100,000 (100 thousand)
1,000,000 (1 million)
1,000,000,000 (1 billion)
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Aug. 12, 2015
U.S. Budget Deficit Rose in July,
but Forecasts See Progress
WASHINGTON — The United States government ran a much higher
budget deficit in July than a year ago, but it is still on track for the
lowest full-year deficit in eight years.
The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the year-end total will
drop to around $425 billion (€346 billion), making it the lowest deficit
since 2007.
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How confident are you that you understand the magnitude of  
the number you just saw (€346 billion)?
 I am not at all confident.
 I am a bit confident.
 I am somewhat confident.
 I am quite confident.
 I am very confident.
How actively do you follow economic issues?
 Not at all – I am not interested.
 I hear about general issues sometimes.
 I might read an article if I come across it, but I don’t follow it further.
 I actively read articles about certain economic topics.
 I follow economic issues extensively and even research about them further.
Have you heard/read about this number ($425 billion / €346 billion)  
before?
 yes
 no
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How confident are you now that you understand the magnitude of  
the number you just saw (€346 billion)?
 I am much less confident.
 I am a bit less confident.
 I am equally confident.
 I am a bit more confident.
 I am much more confident.
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Using the same strategy you just saw (bundling €100 bills), 
how long would the bundles for the following values be?
You can use concrete numbers or describe the distance geographically.
value distance
€ 1,000,000 (1 million)
€ 120,000,000 (120 million)
€ 350,000,000,000 (350 billion)
€ 700,000,000,000 (700 billion) 
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Using the same strategy you just saw  
(paying off a sum at a rate of €100 per second),  
how long would it take to pay off the following values?
value time
€ 1,000,000 (1 million)
€ 120,000,000 (120 million)
€ 350,000,000,000 (350 billion)
€ 700,000,000,000 (700 billion) 
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Using the same strategy you just saw  
(converting a sum into smaller, more familiar units),  
what could you buy with the following values?
value objects
€ 1,000,000 (1 million)
€ 120,000,000 (120 million)
€ 350,000,000,000 (350 billion)
€ 700,000,000,000 (700 billion) 
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Benchmark-test answers
1 million - answers Value correct AC
2,5 houses 1.000.000 1.000.000 0
1000 VR headsets 275.000 1.000.000 0
2 cruiseships 2.000.000.000 1.000.000 3
23h 82.800 3.600 1
6 monts 15.768.000 3.600 3
99 days 8.553.600 3.600 3
10.000 km 10.000.000 1 3
Helsinki to Espoo 11.000 1 3
100 m 100 1 2
120 million - answers Value correct AC
1 cruise ship 1.000.000.000 120.000.000 -3
120 houses in Kaskisaari 360.000.000 120.000.000 0
8 metros 16.000.000.000 120.000.000 2
40h 144.000 1.123.200 0
53 years 1.671.620.000 1.123.200 3
1.5 years 47.310.000 1.123.200 1
distance to the bottom of the pacific ocean 4.000 120 1
Helsinki to Lahti 100.000 120 2
120 m 120 120 0
350 billion - answers Value correct AC
1 us budget deficit OR 350 cruiseships 350.000.000.000 350.000.000.000 0
health care for 350 million people in the U.S. 1.400.000.000.000 350.000.000.000 0
1 us budget deficit 350.000.000.000 350.000.000.000 0
100 days 8.640.000 3.469.400.000 -2
111 years 3.500.940.000 3.469.400.000 0
100 years 3.154.000.000 3.469.400.000 0
circumference of earth 40.075.017.000 350.000 3
Helsinki to Riga 346.000 350.000 0
350 km 350.000 350.000 0
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Benchmark-test answers cont.
700 billion - answers Value correct AC
2 us budget deficits 700.000.000.000 700.000.000.000 0
sending 10 satelites into space 5.000.000.000 700.000.000.000 -2
1 iPhone x for every citizen of helsinki 1.000.000.000 700.000.000.000 -2
200 days 17.280.000 6.970.340.000 -2
222 years 7.001.880.000 6.970.340.000 0
200 years 6.308.000.000 6.970.340.000 0
1 light year 9.500.000.000.000.000 700.000 3
Helsinki to Lithuania 600.000 700.000 0
700 km 700.000 700.000 0
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Stacking Bills
Observation Complex.
Direct/
Unexpected
Correct. Category Time
oh no, Helsinki to Vantaa is only 11 
billion €
2 d y
personal; reading; 
revelation
03:50
in terms of distance that's a shitload of 
money (helsinki to sweden)
1 d - summarizing
from helsinki to India – that's a shitton 
of money
1 d -
personal; 
summarizing
1m is 1million. Ah. That's a cool fun-
fact.
2 d y reading 00:50
I think about bank robbery now – you 
could have 10 cm and it would already 
be ... A lot of money. And it's easy to 
carry.
1 u -
hypotheses; 
interpreting
346 km – wow that's a lot 1 d y summarizing
Oh – to Iran it would be 3,360 billion 2 d y personal; reading
that's really a lot 1 d - summarizing
I didn't know that billion would have 
9 zeros. I thought it would be more 
zeros. 
1 u y revelation
1m of bills is a lot, in both money and 
size
1 d y summarizing 00:50
So i've flown that distance many 
times, that's familiar to me.
1 d y personal
that's a huge pile of bills. 1 d y summarizing
2 billion euros to my home 2 d y personal; reading
so that's almost 7 billion (Helsinki to 
Otaniemi)
2 d y personal; reading
that's a ton of money 1 d y summarizing
So it gets less when i zoom in – would i 
even be able to get it back to million?
3 d y inferring
yeah, so from my house to the super 
market is 100 million
2 d y personal; reading
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Money Clock 
Observation Complex.
Direct/
Unexpected
Correct. Category Time
that's a lot of years and days and hours 
and seconds to go
1 d y summarizing 00:51
okay so 200,000,000  – ah, only 23 
days
2 d y reading
oh, that's a 100 euros per second. 
That's quite a lot
2 u y revelation
i have to find a job that pays a 100€/
second
1 u -
personal, 
interpreting
how long would it take me to pay it off 
with my income rate, i wonder – prob-
ably a lot
1 d - personal
i put in 1 million – 2 hours, okay 2 d y reading
who would even be able to pay a rate of 
100€ per second? That's impossible.
1 u - hypotheses 04:11
I changed the amount of years to 20, 
but I can't even read the number that 
came. It's so large.
1 d - summarizing
 So i put in 99 years , the years i hope 
to live, and ... so i have a huge debt 
already
1 d n
personal; 
interpreting
03:20
if i wanna pay it in 99 days, it would 
take me 855 thousand (actually 855 
million),  i would have less than a mil-
lion
2 d n
reading; 
interpreting
so if i could save a hundred a second i 
wouldn't be a millionaire in 99 days
3 d n
personal; 
interpreting
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Buying Power
Observation Complex.
Direct/
Unexpected
Correct. Category Time
okay, i could get a lot of sail boats with 
this
1 d y summarizing 01:21
wow cruise ships are fucking expen-
sive
1 u - summarizing
it would be interesting to see different 
countries
1 d - hypotheses
or compared to the gdp, because it's 
relative to the country size
3 d - hypotheses
I would like to know how many cruise 
ships you  could get for a passenger jet
3 d - inferring
this tells me that a cruisehsip is 5 
times more expensive than a passen-
ger jet
3 u n inferring
I guess i have to scroll a lot till one 
ends and the other one goes on for 10 
more times
3 d y inferring
so it's like 346 million i phone x 2 d y reading 00:55
that's more than the population of 
finland (the amount of average finnish 
yearly income)
3 u y interpreting
that could keep the economy in finland 
going for one or two years maybe
3 u - hypotheses
this is a little easier to visualize (the 
passenger jets)
1 d - personal
i thought passenger jets might be 
more expensive than cruise ships, but 
obviously not
3 u y revelation
okay, that's an insane number 1 d - summarizing
so these many people (1.5 million) can 
pay for the (budget deficit)
2 d y interpreting
in the us it could be a long way to un-
derstand extreme poverty there
3 u - hypotheses
They (passenger jets) are so much 
more expensive than a single family 
house
1 u y revelation 03:12
I could eat bisquits for my whole life 
(entered digestive biquit price 2€)
3 d y
personal;  
interpreting
you could travel around the world for 
many times (with the amount of flights 
to Taiwan)
3 d y
personal;  
interpreting
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